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The truth shall not live quietly.
Portsmouth, Ohio

November 9, 1992 Volume 1 Issue7

The election for the 42nd President of the United States is over
and Governor Bill Clinton has been
declared by the electoral college,
and the popular vote, as president
elect. The Clinton/Gore ticket received 43% of the popular vote and
368 electoral votes across the
United States.
Clinton was the first Democrat
in recent history to claim a winning
percentage ofcaucasian votes. Further more Clinton won working
women's votes, 9 out ofl OAfrican
American votes and Hispanic votes.
Clinton declared that he and his
running mate would mark a new
era of the Democratic Party. In his
own words, he's a "new kind of
Democrat." Clinton will be the

And the incumbent ticket,
George Bush and Dan Quayle,
received 38% of the popular vote
and 202 electoral votes. Bush congratulated Clinton for his victory
with honor, at 11:18 p.m. Fred
Malek, Bush's campaign manager
said, "He [Bush] will do everything in his power to ensure a
smooth transition,'' ofpower. The
Vice-president Dan Quayle stated
that if the Clinton administration
runs the country as it did its campaign that we all will be in good
shape.
And finally, Ross Perot and
Admiral Stockdale received 19%
of the popular vote and no electoral votes. Perot received the strongest support of an independent
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candidate John Anderson in the
1980 election.
TheTexasbillionairewhospent
$60 million dollars on his election
campaign (incidentally in four
months he will earn the money
back in interest on his assets) hinted
to a return to politics in 1996.
However, he stated that for the
time being, "We need to work
together and work with the new
administration and give it a world
class best effort to get these problems solved.''
In Scioto County, Ointon received 14,551 votes,Bushreceived
11,794 votes, and Perot 6,749.
The president-elect is planning
the first 100 days of his presidency
that will take effect Jan 20, 1993.

committed people throughout this
country to be part of our team.••
Clinton has plans to incorporate republicans and independents in his
administration. Meetings to establish the cabinet for the first Democratic administration is currently underway.
The major priorities the Clinton
and Gore administrations have been
declared as infrastructure improvements to increase jobs, rebuild the
economy (3 out 5 voters polled stated
it was their top concern) and create a
national health care industry.
Clinton will be dealing with a
Democratic-controlled Congress and
will probably fair better with legislation than his predecessor Bush.

Everyone is billed~-but not everyone pays
Sally A. Sapp

uc

Features Editor
Shawnee State University, being a small institution, must rely
greatly upondonationsand,at times,
fund raising for monies not allocated by the state.
The entire university community has been hit by the budget cuts
of recent months and these moneymaking activities have become crucial totheexistenceofmany groups.
The SSU Baseball Team has
realized the necessity behind these
activities. Al Oliver, Head Coach
of SSU Baseball, planned and executed what would have been a
successful fund raiser baseball card
show in September of 1992 to ben4it the SSU Baseball Scholarship

Fund. This baseball card show was
held in the SSU Activity Center.
While the baseball card show was
in the planning stages, communication between Physical Facilities and
the Athletic Department did not indicate that there would be any charge
for the use of the Activity Center.
Three days prior to the baseball card
show, Coach Oliver was infonned
that there would be a $650 charge for
the two-day event. According to
Oliver this charge was' 'defeating the
purpose" of the card show. "We
didn't benefit nearly as much as we
should have."
The fund raiser was an activity to
benefit the University, the baseball
team, the community, and to insure a
number of less-fortunate, talented,

young men of a quality education.
By making scholarships available,
this in turn would create revenue
for the university.
According to Dan Young, Director of Physical Facilities, the
cost for use of the Activity Center
is $85/hour and an additional
$71.50/hourforset-upand cleanup. The original cost to Oliver
was set at over $1000 for the
event. SS U paid the amount over
the $650 that was subsequently
charged for the fund raiser.
Young said, "We are not
proud of the fact that we had to
charge the baseball team for the
fund raiser. Every activity is
chargeable. However, it is left up
to the Vice President (of SSU) to

What's next? Ask Vern.
By Donna Kerecz
-UC Editor
fhe $6.8 million Vern Riffe
Advanced Technology Center
dedication ceremony was Friday,
Nov. 6. The 77,000 square foot
building, according to a news release,'• ...architecturally represents
the interdependence of the past
and the future by combining the
existing Vern Riffe Jr. Building
with the new, three-story struc-

ing which bring the latest in industrial
and engineering technologies to the

The lobby atrium was overflowing with celebrated guests
from former Governor James
Rhodes, Ted Strickland, and Dick
Rutan to the man with a record of
serving as the longest Ohio state
representative, the Honorable Vernal G. Riffe, Jr.
The dedication was to celebrate
the q,ening of the Riffe Center but
,___V_e-rn_R_lf-fe-,-J-r. - - - -- - - 'it was also a tribute to Riffe and his
many accompli.wnents.
"Dr. Oive Veri says we're on
University and the community."

decide who will have to pay their
bill. Everyone is billed, but not
everyone pays.••
Oliver commented on the confusion of the fund raiser billing, "I
respect the policies of the university (that we were charged), however, the shortness of the notice
was unfair."
Dan Young insisted that there
was confusion about whether the
event was one or two days and that
the reservation fonns were not
submitted in a timely fashion. He
also insists that the Athletic Department was infonned of the estimated cost of the event, which
Oliver denies.
SSU should consider itselflucky
to have someone as noteworthy as

Al Oliver to coach the Bears. With
his professional background and connections, Ol_iver is able to draw big
names in sports and entertainment to
Portsmouth for banquets, fund raisers, card shows, and other activities.
These activities could have put SSU
on the map as a potential sportscentered university. Unfortunately,
after this last effort, Oliver refuses
to plan any of his activities to be
held at SSU. Oliver stated, "I can
honestly
say, ifl had known what I know
now I would have canceled the fund
raiser. As long as I'm head baseball
coach, our activities and fund raisers
will be somewhere else. And anyone
who knows Al Oliver will tell you
that you can take it to the bank.'•
Photos by April Sargent

the 'Grow Again'--I say there's no 2015.
"You can alstopping
us
now," David
ways tell when
Gleason, SSU's
you get to Vern
facilitiesplanner,
Riffe country-said during his
the grass is
regreener, 'the
opening
marks. He said
roads are better.
SSU has eight
and the constitudormitories .al-._•-=--=----=--""=----' ents are happier," Ric hard
ready on the
drawing board and plans that will Glaser, architect of the Riffe Center
take them all the way to the year
Continued--see Rfffe /)(1/!t' 9

Ibe cesnll js acegterofleamThe UC Staff proudly announces the first ever 16 page university newspaper. This is sure to be a collectors
item. The value on global markets everywhere may fluct_uate.
Afterthisissuethemoldwillfore,·erbebr11lwn
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om1no s owner says community
To the Editor
"1 ain the local franchise owner for
the Domino• s Pizza store on Gay Street
here in Portsmouth, Ohio. I opened
that business in June of 1981. The
Portsmouth community has been great
to me and my family and employees
and I want to take this chance to express my appreciation for over ten
great years!
Recently I became aware of two
letters to the editor published in this
newspaper alleging various acts by
Mr. Thomas S. Monaghan, President
and Founder of Domino's Pizza, Inc. I
feel the letter from Mike Jenkins that
you published on Oct. 26 provides an
excellent detailed or specific response
to these allegations. As one of over
1200 franchisees in theDomino'sPiu.a
family,I have nothing to add to that
response in specific terms.
In general terms, however, I would

•
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like to make a few points from the
prospective of the business owner affected and also as a franchisee for Mr.
Monaghan and Domino's Pizza, Inc. I
have been a franchisee since 1974 and
it is a widely known fact that Mr.
Monaghan is a devout Catholic and
basically a very religious man. However, I can tell you as a franchisee, I
have never been asked or persuaded to
subscribe to any of Mr. Monaghan's
religious beliefs or participate in amy
function or event that in any way is in
connection with Mr. Monaghan's beliefs.
I believe that Tom, just like any
other person in this great country of
ours, has the right to choose his religion, and has the right to his own
opinion and on a personal level has the
right to make choices. I do not believe
that Mr. Monaghan has the righ to try
and impose his beliefs on any of his

employees, franchisees, or employees
of this franchisees. If that would ever
happen, even in the form of just a
simple request of some sort, I would
have strongly objected and would have
been upset by such a thing.
I also wanted to make the point
that when I read the letters to the editor
I felt slighted in that no one from SSU
or The Chronicle made any attempt
whatsoever to contact me or my business or Mr. Monaghan or Domino's
Pizza, Inc. to try and verify these allegations. I feel that is inappropriate in
that if a publication is going to name
specific persons and or a specific business that publication has the responsibility to make a reasonable a~empt to
verify the information and to get a
response from the named persona and
or business owner.
I totally respect Ms. Adkins right
to form any view that she so chooses

een great

on any particular subject and to express those views. My only concern is
that if I am going to be named or my
business is going to be named in connec-,_
tion with these opinions or objectior
(that have a potential damaging effec'
that I have an opportunity to respond
inthisc~,Mr.MonaghanandDominv
Pizza, Inc. as my franchisor have an
opportunity to respond before the publication decision is made. I just see that as
fair play and a responsible act.
I think Mr. Marcum did an excellent
job ofexpressing the appreciation on the
part of all of us at Domino• s Pizza with
the business and community relationship that has been shared over the years
with Shawnee State University. We are
all very proud of this institution and our
community and have enjoyed a la.sting
businessandcommunityrelalionshipand
look for ward to that continuing.
w

Patrick F. McNeill

Writer wanted to gain voice in way SSU spends her money
To the Editor
On October 26 The University
Chronicle printed a letter submitted
by Mike Jenkins. Mr. Jenkins is the
National Director of Public Relations, of Domino's Pizza.
Jenkins stated that Tom
Monaghan, (owner and founder of
Domino's)'• ...doesnot...financially
support the anti-abortion movement.'' Although there is documentation to dispute this, let's assume
for the sake of argument, that the
documentation is incorrect and Jenkins is speaking the truth.
Should this make me feel better? It doesn't!! Mr. Jenkins also
wrote, ''Mr. Monaghan isa staunch
Roman Catholic ... his views do

closely mirror those of his church.'•
Is he then not a supporter of ANTICHOI CE?In addition Jenkins writes,
" ...the only contribution he Tom
Monaghan) has ever made .was a
personalcontribution ... totheMichigan Committee to end state funded
abortions." Is he then not a supporter of ANTI-CHOICE? Mr. Jenkins continued as he wrote, " ...he
(Monaghan)did not personally want
his tax money going to fund abortions."
Am I supposed to gain what you
called "the facts" from all of this
confusing propaganda Mr. Jenkins?
The fact is, you Mr. Jenkins have
affirmed Tom Monaghan is against
a woman's right to chose, and he

financially sought to deny women
oftheir reproductive.rights. Doesn't
this obviously mean that Mr.
Monaghan is ANTI-CHOICE.
Well, Mr. Jenkins, as a PROCHOI CE advocate, I do not personally want my money going to fund
the bank account of an elite business
man that has the financial ability to
change policies, nor do I want to
cootribute money to a man that seeks
to control a woman's body.
My initial letter to The University
Chronicle was an attempt to educate
people, and to gain a voice in how
SSU is spending my money. I requested that (at Mooday Night Foaball, a school function held in the
University Center) if Domino's Pizza

was being served as partofthe refreshments, than please provide an alternative choice.
Ifthe local Domino's has suffered
a_c; Mr. Jenkinc; alleged, then that is
business. Because I attend college in
Poosmouth, this is my home and I
wanttoseethiscityflourish. However,
William Marcum (Manager in Training at the local Domino's) wrote,
"Mr. Monaghan may earn his
money from Domino's, but we can
not control what he does with it.'' I
empathize with you Mr. Marcum!!
But until we take a stand, and attempt to gain greater knowledge,
and take back some of our own
personal power, we will never have
control.
Melinda Akins

Can a town survive without some kind of night life?
By Philip Thiekcn
UC Staff Wrjter

Can a town survive without some
kind ofnight life? Is it possible for
a city to flourish around a _!Jill versity
ifthe city offers no entertainment at
night and on the weekends for, the
college-age people?
These are just a couple of questions that I, and many other stu. dents, have about Portsmouth. Currently, there 'are ~ly two places in
town that allow the 18 to 20 year
olds in for entertainment on the
weekends, but this is not enough.
Portsmouth tends to have negative opinions on night life in the
area. In recent years, the Police
Dept. has stopped area clubs from

having 18-20 year olds in, and regu- weekends, why go to that college?
r.-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;_.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;_.iTheyoungstudents will go
to a college in
a town that has
set out to ens
tertain them.
Ohio University in Athens,
Ohio is specific a 11 y
known for its
bars, clubs,
larlyraid clubs that have any type of and special party events that are
Male or Female Dance Revue per- geared toward keeping students of
forming.
all ages entertained.
This is not a way to attract young
Currently, a large number of
people to come to a college in any students here at SSU travel to HWltown. If there is nothing to do on the tington, W.Va. for entertainment

~=================~

on the weekends. This means that
they are on the road late at night in
situations where risk ofinjury could
be higher. It also means that Huntington businesses are bringing revenue that Portsmouth busine~.. are missing out on.
The point is, Portsmouth will
make more money if the so-called
City Council and Police r
would let area businesses pn. ..:
entertainment for college students
of all ages.
Portsmouth and SSU can only
gain by providing things for the
young people of the area to do,
More on local entertainment
next week.

Liars when they speak the truth are not believed.

-Aristotle
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Clinton:We Need a
By Dennis Day
UC Staff Writer
Who in the world writes Bill Cliaton's speeches? After
careful observation of him on TV over the past several
months, I've arrived at the conclusion that the speech writer
has never heard of a thesaurus. Why does ainton insist on
·~peating that "C" word over and over again?
I know it's rather late, but here's my rendition of a
Clinton speech:
I want to be your President ofchange. We need to change
this country. What we need is a change for the better. I want
to be that change to make the change so we can all change.
We need to change the way we change. I want to change
thisnationtoakinder,gentlernation. Weneedtochangeour
education system so our Vice Presidents can spell words
such as potato. I will begin spelling tests for Presidential
candidates and spelling bees for VP candidates.
I think f can be your President of change. This nation
needs to change. Why? Because everything's all the same
and things need to be different.
Ifl'melectedPresident,I'llpasslegislationsotherewill
always be a 2 for $2 special at McDonald's. I promise there
will be 2 BigMac'sineverybag in the drive-through. Why?
Because you deserve a break today, and what you want is
what you get, at McDonald's today. I '11 call it the Big Mac
economic policy of change. We need change and change is
good. I promise you will always get change back from

McDonald's as long as I am President.
I also want to change this country's attitude toward rock
singers and music in general. This will be a good change. We
need to·change Madonna's name and image. Someone needs to
change; why not ____,::::;;;;;;_.;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;.:::,__ ch an g e
her?
If I

DayTime
MyView

President, I
will radic a 11y
ly
change the
c rim in a 1
prison systern. I will require all prisoners to
listen to
Liberace, Barry Manilow, and/or
Frank Sinatra music as
part of their behavioral correction. That will teach 'em.
Ifl am elected President, we will change the old pictures on
the currency and coins. We definitely need to change our
change. We need to put Ollie North on the $50 bill, and someone
else (someone worthless) on the penny. We will put me on the
$100 bill. That'll be a change. I will pass legislation to issue a
coin worth 9/IO ofl cent, sowe can all buy gas easier. I'll change
the design on the $1 bill so that silly looking owl staring at us
from the upper right corner will be removed.

Dennis Day

Atrocities against women
continue=========
position that she could not escape and rather than die she

While I was watching Rush Limbaugh, my favorite submitted in an attempt to save her life. By offering the condom
shewastryingantelevision talk show host, he told about a legal atrocity that
I could not believe.
rr.;~~;;;;;;;;i-;;;-~~,~ :=~:~
, ;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;ii7 other measure to
.....,.,._..,.
save her life. Who
He said that in Austin, Tex., a 25-year-old woman was
in her apartment and a man named Valdez breaks in. He
knows what disproceeds to attack her with a knife and forces himself on her.
ease this piece of
She struggles, but realizing she can't escape and is in
shithadandcould
have given her?
danger of losing her life, she stops struggling. He starts to
rape her. She then asks him to use a condom. Valdez accepts
The legal systern
servedtoproa condom and continues to rape her.
1
The man was apprehended and taken to trial. In court it t.:
tect the perpetrator of a violent
is presented that she offered the condom and he accepted.
This is presented as evidence of consent by her. The jury crimeandmadethevictima victim twice over. She was not only
raped by a man but was also raped by the legal system.
accepts it and Valdez walks out a free man.
It's time to change the system.
This is insane! Rape is rape! This woman was in the

Writer thinks article emphasized negative
To the editor,
I am writing in response to the article entitled "Is SSU
Complying with Ohio Revised Code?''
As Coordinator of Disability Services, I want the students
and the University commw1ity to be aware of the positive
aspects of accessibility at SSU (especially in our new facilities).
The article emphasized the negative and there was no
mention of the accessibility of the new University Center and
no reference to the accessible features of the Vern Riffe
Advanced Technology Center.1l1e elevators.restrooms, alarm
em, signage, automatic door openers, and the water foun.ion the first flooroftheTechnologyCenterdomeetthemost
currentfederalaccessibilitystandards.ltistheonlybuildingon
campus that has signage in Braille. Bruce Ottens is the one we
need to recognize for the accessibility levels of the facility.
Duringtheconstruction, heoversawthedetailsofaccessibility
and made sure they were properly addressed. Thank you Bruce,
you did a great job.
There are two minor problems at the Tech Center currently
being addressed by facilities. The automatic door openers
aren'i working because of a problem with installation. Dr.
Gleason infonned me that parts have been sentto New Yorlc for
repairs and he hopes the automatic openers will be in operation
for the dedication. He has also passed along a worlc order to

~--------------------- - --

Butch Kotcamp to correct a minor problem with the curb ramps.
The University Center as well meets accessibility standards.
There is even one particular area, the restrooms on the first floor
that will be reconstructed to upgrade accessibility, simply beacause
administration in Student Affairs was not satisfied with minimum
standards.
To ensure "user friendly accessibility" in the Fine and Performing Arts Center, the architects have been given the Uniform
Federal Accessibility Standards checklist to complete before constructioneverbegins.Icanassureyou,ournewbuildingsjustkeep
getting better.
For the past two years the University has contributed to an
Ability Awareness Exposition. National speakers such as Dave
Draveky, Bill Demby, and Doug Heir were part of the program.
There were infonnational exhibits and an Americans with Disabilities Worlcshopwas conducted to infonn the disabled commu- ·
nity. Our disabled students presented a play entitled "Dear Diary • '. The culminating activity for the exposition was wheelchair
basketball featuring the Kentucky Rolling Thoroughbreds and our
very own Shawnee Bears.
There has been a total of$20,000 in grant monies secured to
buy a Kurzweil Personal Reading Machine and a Stair:-Trac. The
Stair-Trac provides access to the stage in the Activities Center. The
personal reader will accommodate the blind, visually, and learning
disabled student. The Kurzweil Personal Reader is housed in a

The University Chronicle
How many people out there think we need a change?Those
who don't need to change their minds. Read my lips: No new
change has got to change. Now, to make the change, we need
to change the way we change. We need to start with a new
change at the top and I can be the President of change.
I also want to change our family values. The value of Ross
Perot's family is over $4 billion. There are thousands of
American family values over $1 million. If I'm elected
President, I'll do my best to raise family values. I'll call it
trickle-up economics. I think it's a change that will work, for
a change.
Ifl am elected President, there will always be more for your
life at Sear's. Everytime you open your Super Saturday Sales
Spectacular, you will see a change in prices. Read my lips:
Craftsman, Kenmore, and Stanley at lower prices for our
changing Americans.
Also, I will place limits on the number of terms congressmen can serve, and their annual salaries. No senator will be
permitted to earn over $500,000 per year, or to bounce more
than 3,000 checks per year at the House bank. No senator will
be permitted to take more than 30 free international vacations
at taxpayer's expense, and there will be a congressional limit
of 5 terms. These will be fair changes.
I'd like to thank you Americans for allowing me to discuss
my policy of change. Yes, change. Change. Change. Change.
Now change the TV channel because Bush is coming on next.

Did You Know???

If Americans recycled all of our SWlday new~
we could save over 500,000 trees each week or 26,000.000
every year.
There are 40,000 leases for uranium mines in the Grand
Canyon
Since 1951, the U.S. and British governments ha e
exploded over 700 nuclear bombs at the Nevada Test Site:
making it the most heavily bombed land on earth.
According to the Ruby Valley Treaty of 1863, signed
"in peace and friendship" with the United States, Im!
evada Test Site is part of the Western Shoshone nation.
Tbe Western Shoshone have never given permission to any
nation to .test bombs on their land. 19 bombs were de1ona d
there in 1990. In 1991, there were two British and 7 U.S.
bombs tested at the Nevada Test Site.

private room in the Library.
Finally, accommodations such as provisions for note takers,
proctors, readers, scribes, and tutors for the learning, visually and
physically disabled were never mentioned.
I am firsttoadmit WE HA VE PROBLEMS IN OUR OLDER
BUILDINGS, ESPECIALLY MASSIE HALL. However, plans
have been made to correct the obstacles for the disabled. During
Phase II ofMassie Hall renovation, there will be all new restroom
facilities fully accessible to the disabled and additionally, there
will be two new elevators installed.
Can these corrections be made as quickly as all would like?
No, it involves precious time and acquisition of capital funds .
Until the renovation is complete, administration is working
collaboratively with disabled students to accommodate their
special needs. They have agreed to live with the growing pains of
Massie Hall, realizing that much better times are closet every
passing day.
Readers, please direct disabled students to me as concerns
and problems with accessibility arise. I will address them. My
office is located in the Learning Center and my phone extension
is 456. Support group meetings for disabled students are being
reswnedeffective Nov. 1992. Participation and support is needed.
Patty Gilmore
Coordinator of Disability Services .
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What happened to imagination?=======~

of Ken and take out Barbie when- out and climbing the walls at an manandyoucouldactuallyseethem. parison? It all tasted the same, it
ever possible. He even comman- even faster rate. The look on their Now, like the G.I.Joes, they are tasted like crap! At least it seemed
Manager
Welcome once again my faith- deered Barbie' sdrearnhouse and set face as they screamed "Take that smaller and look like they would be like it when I tasted it. But then again
a lot less fun, they call I was the kid who thought that E~
.fuJ·readers, to my world of strange- upJoeheadquarters,
ness and eccentricity. By my latest just for the heck of
them Micro-machines. Lax was a Hershey bar. Myrnistal
They are so tiny you need
Today's youth has no idea wJ
count it is approximately 53 shop- it. Once a contract
l'un
or imagination is. We coul
was
taken
out
on
arnicro-scopetoplaywith
ping days till the big old jovial guy
outside with no toys at all and pll1.y
them. This is fun?
himselfA.K.A. Santa Claus, shows Ken, but Joe being
Some of the otherleg- till long after dark. We knew what
himself to those ofus who believe. the good guy he was,
endary greats long gone fun and imagination was all about. If
I remember when I was a small refused the job, forwere The rock-em sock- you were to put your child outside
child (yes, I really was a child purely ethical reaem robots, SSP racers today with no toys, what would haponce), I had the good fortune to sons. Now it is sad to
complete with ripcords pen? They would look at you like
have REAL TOYS. What I mean say, G.I. Joe is a
and ramps. Then there you were stupid and say "What are
by real toys are one's that were loud whole platoon of 30
and drove your parents wacky. The or more three inch •:;:;:;;:;:;;;;;;;:~~~;;:~:::::::;=:::::::~~::::::::==;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:.J weregamessuchasDon't we apposed to do? We ain't dot
Break the Ice, Ant's in nuffin to pway whiff!'' In closing, I
toys I refer to didn't have lasers and tallconglomerations ""
Your Pants, Mouse Trap, think the Babysitter of today is great.
,flashing lights and you didn't have ofsynthetic plastics.
Then there was the ever popular damn thing outside!" You snicker Barrel of Monkeys, Pick-up sticks, Every family should have a
to have a Ph.D. to have fun.
I hadoneoftheoriginal G.I. Joe Eviel Knievel stunt motor-cycle, to yourselfas you realize what they Operation, Trouble and Headache. Nintendo, because as everyone
guys, that was when G.I. Joe was Mom hated that one. A screaming apparentlyforgot,theyboughtitfor Very, Very few of these are still knows: plug in a Nintendo, set a kid
in front bf the T.V., he's entertained
one person who stood a whopping 200 decibels of raw kid cranking you! Once again, it is sad to say that manufactured today.
for
hours no imagination required!
Let us not forget those wonder12 inches tall. He was cool too, he power, such power as Tim Allen veryfewkidsknowoftheexploitsof
Once
again until we collide on
Knievel.
ful
children's
appliances.
We
had
couldonlydreamabout.
ARRGHH,
Eviel
came armed with a non-noise makI probably owned the biggest the Betty Crocker easy bake oven, the road of Insanity, Treasure the
ing rifle and possessed some type of ARRGHH, God it was great! Eviel
synthetic fabric that resembled hair. burning across the carpet at Mach 5 collection of Hot-Wheels and the SnoopySnowconemachine, and imagination and PONDER THIS!
It was Joe's job to kick the crap out and your parents pulling their hair Match-box cars known to mortal the Play-Doh Bakery. Why the comBy Robert Gambill

UC Business

~~~~~~~=;=;=:=.======~==~~:,

The treatment of women in society~.~~~~~~
Sally A. Sapp

Features Editor
Living life as a woman creates
many situations in which I am faced
with decisions that force me to
defend my position in society and
the position of females in general.
The situation I am referring to
stems from the treatment ofwomen
in society. It is sad to realize this
treatment even occurs on this campus.
For decades women have fought
men's oppression, to bring women
out of the kitchen and into the
business world or any where they
choose to be. Through these efforts
the females have made great strides
in opening the doors to just about
every avenue originally afforded
exclusively to the white AngloSaxon male.
Women have made great advances in the area of equal pay for

equal work and many, many women
have become self-sufficient and independent, not relying on men to
take care of their needs. Women

If you are not guilty of these
•'oversights,'' then please pass it on
to your fellow brothers that women
deserve the respect we have fought
to achieve.
This probtern was
br oug ht
blatantl y to
my attention when I
by
read a column written by a fellow staff
writer in
the October
have proven again and again that 26, 1992 issue of The University
they deserve egual treatment in ev- Chronicle. The author was Anery aspect of life - professional, thony L. Estep and in his column
he referred to a fellow female stu-.
social, educational, and personal.
dent
as a• 'babe.'' This student had
This is an institution of higher
learning in which minds are opened a legitimate complaint and Estep
and ideas shared. I am here to share trivialized it to the point where it
anideawiththemenonthiscampus. means nothing. Everyone I have

Something to
Bitch About

Sally Sapp

On this date in history

Nov 8, 1910 - The first Social- D. Roosevelt lowers draft age to 18
ist candidate, Victor L. Berger, is during World War II.
elected to Congress.
Nov 13, 1840 - Great Britain
Nov 9, 1938 - Jewish homes, signsacommercialtreatywiththe
businesses, and synagogues are Republic of Texas.
attacked by Nazis in Germany.
Nov 14, 1987 - Ivan F. Boesky,
The event is known as agrees to pay the sum of
Kristallnacht or the "Night of $100,000,000 in fines for insider
Broken Glass.·•
trading activities. .
Nov 10, 1831- Nat Turner is
Nov IS, 1901 - Miller Reese
hanged for murdering his master Hutchinson of New York is
and leading a slave rebellioo.
awardedapatentforthefirsteJecNov I2, 1942- President Franklin tric hearing aid.

je_cts for men's chauvinistic sexu:11
fantasies. Thereismoretoawoman
than her body measurements, she
has a brain and feelings.
It would be wonderful if the
world could exalt the many facets
of women, men, mankind as a
whole instead of focusing on the
superficial extraneous aspects of
human beings. I am hoping that
education will bring these Neanderthals out of the pre-historic
times and into the future.
I am asking the women of this
community to take a stand and
when they are faced with a situation in which they are attacked or
insulted because of their femininity put them in their place.
Be proud of the fact that you
are a woman and have so many
special qualities. Maybe some day
people will realize what kind of
damage those little comments can
make.
-

spoken to about this article realizes
the clear disrespect in calling this
woman "babe." Women are not
babes, we are not objects that people
can kick around and not expect
some repercussions.
According to the Reader's Dieest Great Encvclovedic Dictioa.a.a. the definition of babe is "an
infant," an "artless or inexperienced person," or "a girl."
As far as I can ascertain there
are none of these on the campus
attending this university. To assume that women will take this
kind of abuse without being offended makes an ass out of you
and me! I want to inform the male
gender of SSU that women demand and deserve respect. It is time
that you grow up and realize that
your little gender slams demean and
demoralize women.
I, for one, am sick and tired of
females being portrayed as the ob-

Like, the Surfer-Dude is Dead!
The University Chronicle
sorrowfully announces the departure ofAnthony Estep, The
Surfer Dude. Claiming the atmosphere in The Chronicle
newsroom was too oppressive
and a damper on his creativity, the crack reporter packed
his trunks (swimming that is)
and departed for a more disorganized climate.

The staff hopes this
wild surfer-dude finds
warm sand, sunny skies
and mondo bitchin •waves,
aye.
And the staff all agree
that his God-given right to
refer to 53% of America's
people as "babes" had
been maliciously stripped
from him.

,,
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Reflections on

By Jay Arr Henderson
UC Assistant Editor

Well, Halloween is over. The
election is over. Pardon the redwidancy.
Finally, the blood-fever that grips
the conscientious voter, the malconnt, and the super-patriot alike be'-gins to fade. The mind clears. Decisions become simpler. The brain
begins to work properly again.
But, it's too late. You've already
voted.
Now, just for the fun of it, let's
look back over the debates, the main
method we had in this election of
determining who to vote for (or for
whom to vote, if you 're picky about
prepositions).
Yes, now that it's too late, let's
figure out who we should have voted
for.
Reactions to the first Presidential debate were mixed. Some
thought_Clinton won by a wide margin. Others thought Bush lost by a
wide margin. About the only thing
most commentators could agree on
was that Bush had no idea what was
going on. In the words of one commentator: "What was wrong with
that boogerhead, anyway?"
Most early polls showed Perot
ahead of Bush by about seven to ten
points. One poll of Ohio showed
Perot beating both Bush and Clinton.
In the face of what ought to be
considered a resounding success,
PerotmustbeconsideredtheRodney
Dangerfield of politics. One analyst
assessed Perot's role as ''comedy
relief." Another commentator referred to Perot as' 'funny-looking.''
One viewer at my house referred to
himas "theHoustonAstro-gnome."
I don't remember who said ihat. It
may have been me.
I'm not sure why both human
beings and political analysts had
trouble taking Perot seriously, but
perhaps it's because he frightened
them. People were frightened becauseaPerotPresidencymeantfour
years of beans and 'taters and driving the same old jalopy. Analysts
were afraid because, if Perot won,
they'd be out of jobs. Ross says
whathemeansandhedoesn'tneed
4llyone to interpret for him.
One newscaster offered the
profound insight that Perot is
not a politician and was just
"playing it by ears." Another
asked his co-anchor if he
thought Perot's plan would fly
and was told, "If he'd learn to
flap those ears, I think Perot
could fly."
I'll be the first to admit that
Perot peeping over a lectern -

looks like a Volkswagen Bug with
the doors open, but show the man a
little respect. There's always '96.
Give him four years in the White
House and if he proves he's a
knucklehead, then you can cut him
up. That's what we did with George
Bush and look how much fun it's
been!
Besides, Washington is a long
way from here. With those ears,
Perot might be the first politician
who could actually listen to us.
The tone for the vice-presidential debate was set days earlier when
Quayle asked if he could bring a
copy of Gore's book, "Earth in the
Balance.'' Gore said that was okay,
if he could bring the potatoe.
Stockdale showed that he had
his finger on the pulse of the nation
by asking, "Who am I? Why am I
here?''
Gore criticized the Bush administration. No surprise there. He's
been criticizing the Bush administration since it was still the Reagan
administration.
No, it was Quayle who surprised
everyone by announcing that issues
wereirrelevant,factswereirrelevant,
and he had only one purpose: to
attack the character of Bill Clinton.
Since halfthe nation had already
declared these incessant attacks on
Bill Ointon irrelevant, they declared
Gore the winner and switched off
their TV's.
Those of us who continued to
watch experienced a night of rare
entertainment. Gore made a valiant
attempt to discuss the issues for a
while. Quayle followed his game
plan by attacking Clinton. Then he
attacked Gore. He attacked Clinton
again. He attacked the moderator.
Attimesheseemedtowanttoattack
the podium.
Gore, worn down and obviously
upset by the incessant attacks, tried
to force Quayle to say he supported
a woman'.s right to choose. Quayle
waffled. Gore badgered Quayle
aboutthepro-lifeamendmentwhich
his own party had sponsored and
which Quayle had possibly helped
write. A forceful answer here-any
answer-would score big points for
Quayle since Gore had become obnoxious on this issue.
A failure to answer would leave
people with the impression that he
had supported the pro-life amendment-which contained the seeds of
heartbreakorhappinessformillions
ofAmericanwomen-becausehehad
been told to. Quayle was in a quandary. What to do?
He attacked Bill Clinton. He
attacked the Congress. He attacked

anF-111 fighterplanepassingoverhead. He attacked the two-headed
slime-creatures of Sirius IV. He attacked Gore. He got confused and
attacked Gore Vidal.
Gore, knowing he had won, stood
tall and implacable as a bulldog.
Quayle got up in Gore's face and
yapped like a chihuahua.
Stockdale had revised his earlier
questions of "Who am I?" and
"Why am I here?" to "Who are
these idiots? Who let them in the
hall?" and "Where are the adults I
was supposed to talk with?"
At one point, Stockdale expressed perfectly what most Americans were feeling by that time. He
turned off his hearing aid.
Stockdale is the tragic figure in
all of this. Anybody thrust suddenly
into the national spotlight is liable to
be a little disconcerted. Sandwiched
between two squabbling children,
he never had a chance to display his
grasp of the issues. He is sincere and
dedicated and, from seeing him on a
momingnewsshow,Iknowhefunctions much better than he did in the
debates. But the debate is what
people will remember and judge
him by, and that is a shame. It is a
victory of form over substance.
The third debate was a subdued
affair, so ~ubdued that Bush spent
much of the time looking at his
watch and yawning. Clinton had
been looking forward to this debate
since the format was one he had used
with great success in Arkansas. He
did well, but Bush wasn't much of
an opponent, making Clinton's win
seem easy and unimportant.
Clinton's voic~ started to go near
the end, and I wondered if perhaps
Clinton's health would become an
issue. Do we want a President with
terminal laryngitis? Maybe Bush
could ...
But no. Most Clinton supporters
think Al Gore would make a wonderful President. Clinton could drop
dead and half the nation would still
vote for him, just so Al could be
President.
Have I forgotten anything? Oh
yes.
Ross Perot was ... Ross Perot.
The fourth debate was Bush's
last chance. He needed to "hit a
home run." The ~:1=::•-:- 1:---:""' ....n
George came out bwiting. He attacked Clinton's character. The
world yawned in unison. George
sighed, things settled down and
Clinton and Bush fouled off each
other's slow pitches for awhile.
Then I fell in love with Ross
Perot.
Shortly after Iraq invaded Ku-
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wait, there was a report that April
Glaspie, America's Ambassador to
Iraq had said something to the effect
that Hussein had betrayed us: he
wasn't supposed to take the whole
country,just a part ofit. She showed
up on two or three channels saying
things that might lead one to believe
that America had encouraged Iraq
to invade Kuwait.
If this is true, I thought, the
sacrifice of Kuwait is a much bigger
story than the war itself. Suddenly,
the ambassador disappeared. Suddenly, the networks forgot this story
had ever existed. No newscasters
were mentioning Glaspie's earlier
remarks.
I was confused. Had Glaspie really said the things I'd heard her
say? Or had I only imagined it?
In the fourth debate, Ross Perot
verified that the ambassador had
said exactly what I thought she'd
said. Now I know I really heard
those things; it was not an hallucination (something I always have to
consider; I grew up in the Sixties).
My faith in my own sanity has been
restored, thanks to Ross Perot.
The Glaspie story was a potential Pulitzer-Prizewinner. No,itwasand IS-far more important than that.
Why would any sane journalist drop
a story of this importance? Were
their lives, perhaps their children's
lives, threatened? Or was every important reporter in America simply
too stupid to recognize a HUGE
story when they had it dropped in
their laps?
I think everything I've just said
illustrates two points. It is possible
to manage the news, and this is what
it feels like to have your news managed: you constantly wonder if
you've gone crazy.
When Ross (you'll notice we're
on a first name basis, now) challenged Bush to reveal the sealed
orders given Glaspie to take on the
trip she made to Iraq only a few days
before the invasion, I fell in love.
I fell in love with Ross again a
short while later (and I suppose this
qualifies as double jeapordy ). For
the last few months, I've been telling anyone or anything that would
· stand still long enough that the Savings and Loan scandal was fully
known about and understood back
in '87.
At the time, the problem could
have been solved for about twenty
billion dollars. It was downplayed
and then actively covered up witil
the Republicans could get their man,
George into office, at which time the
twenty-billion dollar scandal had
grown into a five-hundred-billion

dollar fiasco. In other words, it cost
you and me four-hwidred-and-eighty
billion dollars to see George run.
Now That's Entertainment!
Ross said all these things and
more.
Darn it, Ross, I may not have
voted for you butl wantto have your
babies. Even if you do look like a
squirrel on steroids.
At one point, Bush stated that
Arkansas was last in almost everything. Clinton countered that Arkansas was first or second in almost
everything. What gives? Bush usts
statistics compiled by small, independent organizations; Clinton uses
figures compiled by the government.
So Bush doesn't trust his own government, or he lies.
Clinton does trust the government, or he lies. I don't know what
that says about either of them, but it
may point to a certain Ointon naivete.
Clinton will be called the winner
of this debate, but it was Ross Perot
who won my heart and gained the
people's respect by asking the hard
questions.
There were also a number of
smaller debates among the lesserknown candidates. I'll only say a
few words about them. Merrou,
whenever he appeared, washis usual
charming self. I doo 't kmw ifhe'd be
a good president for America, but I'd
love to see him in charge ofsome ¥fWI
state. Arkansas, maybe? His VicePresidential choice, Nancy Lord, is
highly impressive.
I think they missed a real bet when
theydidn't~a panxtyofthe Harrisoo
soog, "My Sweet Lad," in their ads.
"Merrou/Lord, Merrou/Lord, they
really want to see you...They really
want to know you. ..They really want
to serve you well...Hallelujah."
Ms. Fulani lost my respect when
she called for a pie chart of government spending. Let her plow through
the 2000-page budget like the rest of
us. Seriously, she is quite intelligent
and would probably make an excellent Coogresswoman.
Most of the other candidates are
ntt worth mentioning really. They
have one single-minded point to make
and are only using their candidacy as
a platform. These are grouch-campaigns, and while each one may have
a valid point to make, he usually has
only one point to make. Once_ )'OU
heard that, that's all. there is.
In any case, I've been inveighing against Bush for a long time
now, and I got my wish.
Now I can't wait for Clinton to
goofup, so I can jump on him with
both feet.
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News of the
hostages dealings, but rather
thought ofit as improving relations
with more moderate factions within
Iran. Bush claims that he had no
idea about the detailed information
untilthe scandal broke in Dec 1986.
(London) British Prime Minister John Major won two victories in
Parliament Wednesday for his lead
for European unity. The first was
the Parliaments turning down the
proposal bythe British Labour Party
that would stall the vote on the
Maastricht Treaty, the treaty that
will unify Europe's economic and
political spheres, until the Dec 11th
swnmit on the European Community in Edinburgh. The vote was
extremely close, 319 for and 313
against.
The second, the House ofCommons gave support for Major's plan
for unity, which the Maastricht
Treaty was the focal point of his
plan. The voting again was very
close, 319 for and 316 against.
However, while retaining a slim
majority, Major is still having problems holding on to the government. The Labour Party at this
point may call for a vote of confidence. If the vote is against Major,
a new government would have to
be formed .
(Moscow) Russian President
Boris Yeltsin pledges to outlaw the
newly organized National Salvation Front along with the Communist Party he dissolved in 1991 . The
National Salvation Front is primarily made up of hard-line communistswhocallfortheendofYeltsin's
presidency, because they claim his
reforms are critically harming the
nation.
Yeltsin claims the Salvation
Front ''is destabilizing the society
[and] setting people against each

By Bill Holmes
News E djtor
(Washington) The United

I JC

States Congress race proved to be a
victory for women and minorities.
Ben Nighthorse Campbell, ofColorado was elected and will become
the first Native American to serve
in the senate.
Furthermore, women made major gains in Washington State, California, and Illinois. Patty Murray
(D) of Washington State won the
seat. Furthermore, for the first time
in history, the two senate seats of
one state are controlled by two
women. California has declared that
the results are that Dianne Feinstein
(D) and Barbara Boxer (D) are the
winners. Also the first African
American woman, Carol Moseley
Braun was elected to an Illinois
Senate.
(Washington) President Bush
is tied closer to the Iran-Contra
Affair by notes made by Reagan's
former Secretary ofDefense, Casper
Weinberger at a top level White
House meeting. On 7 Jan. 1985,
with Bush in attendance, detailed
information was discussed about
the arms for hostages dealings between the U.S., Israel, and Iran.
Israel would act as a middle man in
shipping arms from the U.S. to Iran,
in order to perpetuate the Iran-Iraq
War to keep Arab concerns off the
Israeli state.
Bush, up to this date, has admitted to the basic knowledge of the
-plan to free American hostages held
in Lebanon by pro-Iranian forces
such as Hezbollah. However, Bush
has denied knowing any explicit
information on the plans the government was widertaking. He has
stated in the past that he had no
knowledge of the strict anns for
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other." Yeltsin went on to say that
the Salvation Front should be banned
as "an unregistered organization,
the activities of which contradict
the constitution and the country's
laws. " However, Alexander
Prokhanov, a member and leader of
the Salvation Front, claims the Rus.sian president's planned ban is ''political gangsterism, lunacy and idiocy." Furthermore, Prokhanov,
editor of the party newspaper Dyen
(Day), stated the party wishes to
move within the Russian constitution to make changes in the government.
(Moscow) Former Soviet head
Mikhail Gorbachev has reentered
the Russia political arena. The
former Communist Party leader's
foundation will cosponsor, with the
Party for Economic Freedom, a conference on ethnic violence within
the former Soviet republics.
Gorbachev claims that the conference will look for an intellectual
solution to the problem. Gorbachev
said, "We are committed to keeping this process within an intellectual framework, not to politicize it,
to be above ideology."
However, Gorbachev has been
the focus of many problems. Since
his criticism of Yeltsin's handling
of the economic situation of Russia,
many of his privileges were taken
away. These include the building
that held his think tank and ability to
travel the globe to participate .in
various intellectual and humanitarian ventures. The latest difficulty
for Gorbachev was denial to travel
to Germany for Willy Brandt's funeral, based on restrictions made by
the Russian government on him.
(Sarajevo) Bosnian central town
ofJajce, who was defended by Muslim and Croat forces, fell Oct 29 to

Serbian aligned rebels after days of
fighting. According to Croat armed
forces "the only reason Jajce fell
was mistrust between Muslim and
Croat soldiers.'' Bosnian forces did
reestablish limited ground the following day in a counter-attack.
The city of I 0,000 people, a
mainly Muslim area 60 miles northwest of Sarajevo, contained 2 major
electro-power plants and a chemical
plant.
Unfortunately for the Muslims
that were defending Jajce, one possible area of retreat is toward the
Croatian city ofTravnik, where the
Muslims and Croats fought a week
earlier.
The alliance between Croatia
and Bosnia is crumbling. Croatian
President Franjo Tudjman has
claimed that it cannot extend its
economic resources farther by accepting the expected number ofrefugees.
The U.N. High Commission on
Hunger and Relief is administrating
reliefefforts for the 20,000 expected
refugees. These refugees are heading to the Bosnian city of
Tomislavgrad, which is 25 miles
east of the Bosnian border with
Croatia.
A member of Bosnia's presidency, Ejup Ganie, claims that supplies, that the Bosnians claim that
they bought for 2 I/2 the standard
cost, were cut offby the Croatians to
the defenders of Jajce.
Bosnian President Alija
lzetbegovic threatened to do whatever it takes to remove the Serbs
from Bosnian territory. He said in
TeheranlastFriday, "Ifcurrentconditions prevail and the arms embargo against Bosnia remains in
force, the people of Bosnia will be
forced ... to use poison gas, in exist-

ence in Bosnia, to defend themselves inaneffortto stop the crimes
of the Serbs." Apparently, Bosnia
does not have the ability to produce
sophisticated chemical weapons
much past mustard gas.
However, Tudjman has deniel
the charges.
International mediators are trying to prevent the division of the
Bosnian territory along ethnic distribution lines. However, The Serbs,
who control 70% of BosniaHerzegovina, will not comply to the
plan. Both Croats and Serbs want
territory divided on ethnic lines.
(Baghdad) The United Natioos
had agreed after Iraq has complied
with disarmament requirements,
imposed by the U.N., that ecooomic
sanctions would be lifted from the
Middle Eastern nation. However, the
U. N. ~mhasdetermined that
the harassment that the U.N. arms
inspectors received by Iraqis is
groWlds to cootinue the sanctioos.
Baghdad was forced, by terms of
the cease.fire of the Persian Gulf
War, to dismantle its instruments
of mass destruction and have U.N.
monitoring of military-industrial
complex. Furthennore, Iraq is unwilling to turn over its list of arms
suppliers.
The United States, Great Britain,
and Francehasalsoplacedtherequirement of removing President Saddam
H~in fu:m office before dropping
the sanctions. The U.N. claims that
these actioos restrict its efforts to retrieve further infonnatioo from the
Baghdad government.
Sources ofResearch used: Associated
Press, Reuter, Knight-Ridder News, USA
Today, World Press Review, Time,
Newsweek, New York Times, 1Vos/ri11gton
Post, Los Angeles Times, Bos/011 Globe,
andCNN.

Veri to give ''State of the University Address'==='~=

By Karen Wilson
UC Copy Editor

include the good things at SSU, the
Board of Regents and their growing
role at SSU. Veri said he would also
talk about the financial situation,
including proposals he's making to
balance the budget, because right
now it is out of balance.
All students, faculty and staff
are welcome to hear Veri speak at
4:00 p.m., Tuesday in the Flohr
Lecture Hall.

Tuesday, Nov. 10th, Dr Clive
Veri, SSU President, will address
the .,University Community on the
"State of the University." ~en I
asked him what he was going to
speak about, he replied that he hadn't
written the speech, and didn't plan
on writing one. "I don't wantto get
tied to the rostrum.''
He did say that his speech would

Mankind must put an end to war
or war will put an end to mankind.
'
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Freaks come out at night!
By Robert Gambill
do a fully clothed "Gorbachev"
UC Business Manager
dive. The dive was completed
October 29 heralded the premuch to the crowds delight. The
sentation of the Student Programdive rated a 6. Nice distance Kesig,
ming Board's Halloween dance.
but there was too much ofa splash,
The annual event catered to 150
maybe next year.
.JIUS participants.
The evening ·went without any
The dance appeared to be a
problem, most likely due to the
great success with lots offree food,
coveragebySSUandWorkStone's
free loud music to dance to and a
security force of Steve Cooper,
sufficient supply of alcohol for
Mike Price and Denise Yates.
sale;just the thing to get inebriated
Asusual,theStudentProgramwith.
ming threw a great party.
The evening was haunted by
Reapers, Goblins,,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ghosts and Frankenstein along with a
veritable supply of
other non-descnpt
atroctt1es. SSU students danced the night
away and into the wee
hours of the mommg
DerekKesig, Student Senator, an• "=.,
swered a challenge is- :1JkZ,
sued by the crowd to
·/'-< ,,_

Project Playground to bring families together
By Stephanie Wright

UC Entertainment Editor
The face of Portsmouth is
quickly changing.
Construction crews are changing downtown Portsmouth. Sidewalks are now sporting decorative red brick, the Esplanade will
be renovated, the Grant Bridge is
being repaired, roads are being
widened, re-routed, and even
closed, and SSU is adding new
buildings.
But the biggest change will
occur inthespringofl 993. Mound
Park has been chosen as the site
for an eleven thousand square foot

playground.
The playground, sponsored by
WOMEN, Inc., will have an array
of swings, slides, bridges, mazes,
twmels, pirate ships, castles, and
funhouses. It will be accessible for
physically and mentally challenged
youth.
Project Playground is an effort
to bring Portsmouth families and
their children together as well as
uniting the community.
SSU, being part of that community, is supporting the project
by hosting a fundraiser on Friday,
Nov. 13.
During the men's home opener

Bleacher Creature T-Shirts

Grow Open House

SSU's G.R.O.W. Program
is sponsoring an Open House on
Nov.10,from6:00-8:30p.m.in
the University Center, Micklethwaite Lounge.
The Qpen House will be an
opportunity for former women
students to discover why returning to college will make them a
woman of the 90 's and ready to
compete in the 21st Century!

~---------------

Monsters, mamacs and misfits attend the Halloween
dance presented by the Student Programming Board.

Shawnee State University
presents its 6th annual

featumg a pubic lecture

"Russia: A Year After the August 1991 Coup''
bv
Dr. Alexander F. Khokhlov

Rector, Nlzhny Novgorod State University
Interpreter: Pro-Rector Roman G. Strongln

Thursday, November 12, 1992
7:30 pm.
Rohr lecture Hall
Shawnee State University Library
Receplton lolowlng the leclua
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G.R.O.W. (Ckueraliug Re-

6th International Awareness
Week Activities

_alistic Opportunities for Women)
is a newly developed program
for returning women students at
SSU.
Registration is encouraged
- please call 355-2370, 3552558, or 355-2442/ormore inormation.

Tuesday, November 10
plied Mathematics: Simulation Sys11:30-12:45 Meet the Interna- tems - Principles and Examples,"
tional Faculty, Students, and Dr. Flohr Lecture Hall (Library)
Knittel's
Alexander F. Khokhlov and Dr.
12:00 Open Forum for students
Air Conditioning
• ..a
Roman G. Strongin, President and with Khokhlov and Strongin, Flohr
Radiator
Shop
Vice PresidentofNizhny Novgorod Lecture Hall. Refreshments proState University, Russia at an Infor- vided.
Con'4)1aradlatorandalrcondllhlni"1Nnkec•ter
mal Luncheon in the President's
7:30PublicLecture "Russia,A
$15.95 Oil Change Special
Conference Room, the Commons Year After the August 1991 Coup"
2 :00 SSU International Student by Khokhlov, Flohr Lecture Hall
2026 Robinson Ave. 354-1230
Presentation, Massie Hall Audito- (Library) Reception to follow.
rium
Activities and receptions are
I()% discount on labor with SSU JD
Wednesday, Nov. 11
free.
Includes oil fdter and up to 5 quarts
or oil and complete clia•si• lube
10:00'" 11: 15 SSU International
For further information, conStudent Presentation, Massie Hall
tactHagopS. • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
Auditorium .
Pambooldan,
2:00 Roundtable Presentation/ Ph.D.• ProDiscussion with Rector Khokhlov fessorofPsy"Science Education in Russia/' chology, at
Massie Hall Auditorium
355-2404
And A Single 32 oz soft drink
Thurs-~==~~~~===~
with
the purchase of a Baby Pan! Pan!
day, Nov.12
and a single 32 oz sort drink at the Regular
I O: 0 0
Menu price.
~ISEACOOL
Please request rree Baby Pan! Pan! and Drink
Roundtable
when ordering. Not valid with any other coupon
$1000
Presentation/
orrers.
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
Discussion
PLUSSJ!JO0FOR THE
expires 11-16-92
with ProMEMBER WHO CAUS!
Rector RoNeobli1at1o-.Noco1t.
man
G.
YolliahoptaFREE
St r Ong j n,
HEADPHONE RADIO

-

F re e

BABY PAN! PAN!

Other Hglighls of the week:
'lletday,

basketball game with Appalachian
Bible College, a half-time show
will featured area school children
dancing, cheering, and clogging.
After the game, a host ofentertainers will perfonn.
Muddle Pudding (country
rock), Silent Sam (blues), Logan
Rollins (Jazz), and Plaid Bone
Luv (rock) and Stephanie Hagen
will provide music until midnight.
Dr. John Valentine,Assoc. ProfessorofCommunity Involvement.
stated, "Today's society is getting
out of the habit of interpersonal
charity. This project brings us closer
as a community."

Wcrv (AllfT•hments)

For vtt,er rbmottol~ pleme ccn10Ct Hogop S. PIJmbooldal, PI\.O. (614) 355-2404.

'' Software
for Education in

Jntforaiobia

l-880-tJ2-e52l,Est.6S

AP-:•====--====•-;;;;•==:..(

-

Little Caesars·---=----·-----------------·
•

Valuable Coupon

ll
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Speak Up

This week's question: Do you believe there are MIA's alive in Southeast Asia and, if there
are, what should America do about it?

Suzie Fenimore, Nursing Major: I
think something should be done about it.
They should try to find them, somehow.

Chris Ashley: There probably are, but I don't
know if there is any solution without going in and
taking them out by force.

Natalie Ward, Computer Systems and
Business Infonnation Major: I think there
are. I think they need to go in and get them
out--do whatever is necessary.

Fred Chrisman: According to what I
saw on the Larry King show, some people
claim to have definite proof that there was a
cover-up. I want to know what they're going
to.do with the government people who have
been lying to the American people.

Photos by Robert Gambill, UC Business Manager

The Bear's Den

Becky Tipton, Natural Sciences
Major: No, and I have no idea.

Bill Dillon, Elementary Education Major: I
think there are. I think they need to go in and get
them out, do whatever's necessary.

Compiled by ~ay Arr Henderson, UC Assistant Editor

the place for food at Shawnee State

Student Volunteers Needed

and a full menu of soups, sandwiches,
hot lunches and snack items

For Project Play Ground Fundraiser

Freshtastiks Salad Bar

When: Fri., Nov. 13, 6:00 - 1 :00
Where: Men's Basketball Home Opener
Event: Hoops and Hotlicks
Entertainment: Muddle Pudding
Logan Rollins (Jazz Performer)
Silent Sam--Plaid Bone Love
Contact: Polly Workman or Sf:t~ne Ross
Ext. 320

Open 7:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
7:3-0 a.m. - 4:00 p.m., Friday
11 a.m .• 4 p.m., Saturday

In the University Center

Big J & Pepsi $.99 - Footer $1.25

Jean's

Rbta.m:

Corner of Gallia
and Offnere Streets

Flurries and shakes, sundaes and hot fudge cake
Open Sun. - Thur. 8. a.m. -11 p.m., Fri - Sat. 8 a.m. -12 p.m.

I0% off to SSU students, faculty and staff

Event is endorsed by the SSU Bleacher Creatures

15.95 oil chan es ecial

·---------·
~0% SAVINGS:

oil, complete chassis lube

: ON ART SUPPLIES :

ack To School Specia

Includes oil filter and up to five quarts of
available at

nittel' s BP Service Center

l~ . . pa! C

Knittel's Radiator & Air Condldoning Shop
2026 Robinson A venue

: 928 Gallia Street

Knittel'• Marner & Brake Shop
2109 I Ith Street
Gallia & Waller Slreels

10% discount on labor with~ ID

I

r1a1est1c aint enter 1

I
I

lo

Open 8 - 5:30
SaL 8- S

I
I
I

,.!~n.:.,~~l~ _ ~c- •
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Luncheon to kick off International Awareness Week
By Martin Poston

''The purpose of the program is
toaddanewperspectiveanddimenAn informal luncheon on Tuesday, November IO, will kick off sion to our university and student
SSU's 6th annual International activities," said Dr. Hag op
Pambookian, psychology professor.
Awareness Week.
The luncheon, to be held in the "At least once a year, we should
"-...A·esident's Conference Room, in emphasize the global perspective
the Commons building, will give on education, because the world is
people a chance to meet SSU's becoming a global village. Through
international faculty, staff and stu- this week we'll provide opportunidents. They will also get a chance to ties for our students, faculty, and
meet Dr. Alexander F. Khokhlov, others to hear a little more about the
and Dr. Roman G. Strongin, the world out there and be sensitized
president and vice president (re- toward internationalism.''
At 2 p.m. on Tuesday, there will
spectively) of Nizhny Novgorod
State University in Russia, which is be a panel presentation by international students of SSU at Massie
SSU's sister university.
Auditorium.
Students will tell a little
The luncheon runs from 11 :30
and their culture,
about
themselves
a.m. to 12:45 p.m. and is open and
and
what
it's
like
to
grow up in their
free to all students and members of
''It
should
be an interestcountries.
the University community.
ing
program
for
our
students,' '
Dr. Khokhlov and Dr. Strongin
are making their first official visit to Pambookian said.
. Wednesday's activities include
SSU's campus. Dr. Khokhlov is a
physicist, and Dr. Strongin is a spe- a faculty round table discussion from
IO to 11 :15 a.m. in the President's
cialist in math and cybernetics.
UC Staff Writer

Conference Room. Khokhlov and
Strongin will lead the discussion on
"Nizhny Novgorod State University, Higher Education and Sciences
in Russia.''
Another round table discussion
will be held in Massie Auditorium
At 2 p.m. Dr. Khokhlov will be
leading the discussion, "Science
Education in Russia,'' and several
faculty members will be bringing
their classes. "Generally, our students and faculty are not familiar
with the sciences and cultUfeS in
other countries, so this will provide
an opportunity for them to learn
more about Russian science and
culture,'' Pambookian said.
On Thursday at IO a.m., Vice
President Strongin will have a presentation entitled "Software for
Education in Applied Mathematics:
Simulation Systems--Principles and
Examples." Strongin will give explanations and demonstrations of
educational software.

On Thursday at noon, Shane
Ross, Student Senate President, will
serve as moderator for an Open
Forum in Flohr Lecture hall. SSU
students will get a chance to meet
our Russian visitors, ask questions,
and learn more about Russian higher
education, student life, and culture.
The major public event of the
week will be a lecture by Khokhlov,
entitled "Russia: A Year After the
August 1991 Coup." The lecture
will cover the political, economic
and social changes since the failed
coup last year. An interesting point
is that a year ago, Khokhlov came to
campus and gave a lecture, and at
the time, he was a member ofthe the
Congress of Peoples' Deputies of
the then-Soviet Union, three months
before its collapse. "This lecture
should be very informative and exciting,'' added Pambookian.
''What the students and faculty
should understand about this week
is that Khokhlov and Strongin are

leaders in the university with which
we have 'sister-institution' linkage,''
said Pambookian. "This was finalized last April when Dr. Veri and
myself spent a week as guests of
Nizhny Novgorod to finalize the
agreement of cooperation, so this is
their first official visit to this campus.''
The exchange officially begins
in the Fall quarter of 1993, when
three students and a faculty member
from Nizhny Nodgorov State University will come and spend the
quarter at SSU, and in the Spring
quarter of I 994, SSU will send 3
students and a faculty member to
NNSU.
Dr. Pambookian thanks the SSU
Development Foundation and the
Student Programming Board for
funding the activities of the 6th International Awareness Week.
For further information on the
week's activities, contact Dr.
Pambookian at (614) 355-2404.

We do not want to undermine the interest of Americ~ns in the world nor to disrupt the existing
world economic ties. Mutual understanding should develop and deepen normally. It requires,
therefore, the development of trade. This should be normal, too.
Mikhail Gorbachev; 1987
Riffe continued from page I

andpresidentofGlaserandAssoci- person can do for themselves. To
work you must be educated. And
ates, said.
Former Governor Rhodes, who Vern is dedicated to education.''
"Vern doesn't need an introwas asked at the last minute to
introduce Riffe, said, he wanted to 'duction. What can you say about
apologize for being at the podium him that he hasn't already done?
because he sees Vern every week.
Everybody says, what'snext?Well,
Rhodes said Riffe is a family ask Vern. Vern Riffe is a sincere
man who is close to his family. The person who loves his community,"
lookingatRiffe,Rhodessaid, "Vern Rhodes said.
if you have a cold go to the doctor
Riffe was welcomed to the pobecause we don't want anything to diurn with a hearty round of aphappen to you. There's a budget plause and said, "I'm very honored
coming up and they're going to start this evening. It's always an honor to
have a building named after you-with the S's."
Rhodes said nothing was hap- it's better when you are alive." He
pening in this country. The accom- said his daughter told him SSU was
plishments he and Riffe had here the best thing he has ever hone and
will live on forever because all they he agreed.
had done was contribute to what
Riffe said people are talking
was already the best. "Ohio is the about SSU and over the next ten
greatest. We have more things by years, "we'll have over $100 milaccident than most states have on lion dollars in this university."
lmmediatelyfollowingthededipurpose. Education is the way to
~-.it is the most important thing a . cation, which ran late, a lecture,

f
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UC!

I
Buv One Personal Pan Pizza ...-......~
at regular price, get one free. :..u..-..;
I
"""I IUI
I
alid only at participating Pizza Hut•restaurants. Present when ordering. u111.: <0oupon I
er person per visit Monday- Saturday between 11 A.M. -4 P.M. Five minute guarantee
~ ppliesbetween l l:30A.M.- l:00P.M. to our two selections forordersoffive or fewer I
iJ>Cr table, or three or fewer per carryout customer. Not valid with other discounts or I
1coupons. I /20 cent cash redemption value. • l 984 Pizza Hut, Inc.
~RJENDTOLUNCH~"
(same or !user value)

L _ _ _ Pc.rtsm<>'I.Ith P:iz:z- FI'I.It

___ J

"One World, One Bight" was presented by Dick Rutan. Rutan is a
world renowned aviator who, along
with Jeana Yeager, piloted the Voyager Aircraft around the globe in a
non-fueled, non-stop flight.
Rutan' s lecture was sponsored
by the SSU Distinguished Lecture
Series.
''With sights set on the impossible,
a view only dreamers achieve;
the Voyager, a dream come tnte,
and dreams make histoo,·. •·
Editor's Note: Just a few years
ago, SSU had it's sights set on what
seemed impossible. Now, with the
help of the wonderful Vern Riffe,
this university is going to make all
our dreams come true.
ThankyouMr.Riffeforbeingso
dedicated and unselfish to the people
ofScioto County and Shawnee State
University. Mr. Riffe The Chronicle
staff honor and salute you.

Knittel's
Air Conditioning
and
Coqilaradlatorand alrcondld01HnJsemcecenter

$15.95 Oil Change Special

Includes oil filter and u_p to S 9uarts
of oil and complete cliassis lube

-

cm=

2026 Robinson Ave. 354-1230

100/4 discount on labor wiJh SSU ID
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CLASSIFIEDS, PERSONALS, BUY AND SELL ITEMS

$1 00 FOR 30 WORDS, PAYMENT IN ADVANCE
CALL 355-2278 OR MASSIE 411

For Sale: Emerson digital portable CD player S35. Movies, VHS
format, more than 500 titles to choose
from SlO each. Call Daniel at 2594823. Ad.
Great Job Fred C., Rand M. and
SPB for two fantastic fall events--Heruy
Cho & The Halloween Party, I can't
wait ti! winter Quarter 1993. Ad
Bye Daniel! We'll miss you.
Thanks forallyour hard work. From
the UC staff.
Don't drink and drive this weekend. Don't drink and drive this weekend. Don't drink and drive this weekend. Don't drink and drive this
weekend.
Total woman seeks the company
of a metaphysical man who understands nature religions and nude drumming. Meet these guidelines, write
me. Correspondent 028. Reply to the
University Chronicle, Massie 411. Ad.
For Sale: 2 Computers-- I IBM
PC with color monitor. · Also,
OKJDATA MooreatMooreatMoore
at 574-6429. Both in excellent condition. Ad.
Want to Travel Free, Earn Cash
and Resume Experience? Students
nad Organizations call College Tours
to join our team! We have 25 years

ex[erience, great prices, hotels and
destinations. Call I (800) 959-4SUN.
Ad.
Young single white male seeks
wild, yet demare female, preferably
platinum blonde or auburn hair, interested in meaningful, somewhat loneterm relationship. Like music, dancing send, number, and picture to
correspondent 030--UC Office. Ad.
Yo Tony like, the waves have come
to a sudden stop. May the waves oflife
come crashing down on you! Later
Babe!
Practically new dishwasher. Sears
Kenmore almond color with black door,
gave $450 new asking $300 still under
factory warranty. Call 614-858-5233
Ad.
Early American loveseat and
chair. Brown, tan and rust color.
Execellent condition. Paid $900 new
asking $250 614-858-5233 call evenings. Ad.
20 yr. old male Anglophile seeks
female who swears allegiance to the
crown. Meet me any night at Big Bear
plus. 111 be n the tea aisle. Bring your
own cup.Ad.
To the conservative P.Davld
Shope and Joseph Varacalll---AII
your republican cronies lost! HA HA
HA-Do you know why? Because all
their trickle down bull shit hurt all the
Real American Families, Ad.

t
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SSU's Women's Basketball Outlook
Even though the SSU
Women's Basketball team is much
younger this year, the Bears are
excited about the challenges ahead
of them.
The 92-93 roster includes only
two juniors and the rest are freshmen and sophomores. Despite losing three strong post players, Coach
Smith is optimistic about the upcoming season.
Looking impressive are sophomores 6' Jenny Wessel and 5' 11"
Jenni King. They will be working
together, inside the paint, along
with freshman forward Molly
Linville.

The only two returning starters
will be three point specialists Annie
Mains and Tiffany Clayton. Both.
were selected to the freshmen MOC
team last season.
Clayton, Mains, and Linville
have all been out for two weeks
because vf injuries; however, the
newcomers have been picking up
the slack.
Along with Linville, other top
incoming freshmen include Renee
Walls, who averaged over 30 points
her senior year. Trina Muzingo and
6' Junior College transfer Robin
Bugg will be expected to contribute
immediately and provide a lot of

Sports

depth inside the paint.
Other supporting cast members
include defensive specialists Joy
Salyers, Jeanette McNellly, and
Brandi Rose. Dawn Sayre and Melissa Adams will be called on to
rebound and give the Bears quality
minutes.
SSU will be playing a tough
schedule, including four teams who
competed in the national tournament last year. The Bears are hoping
to hook on to another winning season. Last year, they finished 24-6
and won the MOC championship.
They open up the season with
Campbellsville Saturday, Nov. 14.

reseason Polls
for MOC
and dedicated team: The SSU

By Tom Davis
UC Sports Editor
The Bears basketball team was
picked to repeat as MOC champions. Sixoutofeightcoachespicked
SSU as number one, and two other
coaches split their votes between
Tiffin and Rio Grande.
The voting by points are as
follows 8 for first, 7 for second, 6
for third, etc.
1992-93 Mid-Ohio Conference
Women's Preseason Co~ches Poll
(F:irst Place Votes in Parenthesis)
Votes
# School
Pts.

I

i (6)
1

I (1)

I

I
1

I

(l)

I

I

50
3 University of Rio Grande

45
4 Ohio Dominican College
44

5 Cedarville College
38
6 Mt. Vernon Nazarene Col-

1.,,,

333 2nd Street

:

I
I

Footer
Mediwn Pepsi

I
I

November 13, 1992
6:00 p.m. to Midnight
Activities Center

·---------·
With Coupon

I

-

& HOME
GENESIS OXYGEN
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
...;::: ..,,.
• CcliRed Technicians

• T.E.N.S. Unit, It

• OllY&Cn Concrnlrators
• Portable Oxyl!en SyslemA
• Size D, ETania
• Aer05ol us:-; l'nils
• Suction UnilA

• Red1
• Commode,
• W:dklnK Aid,
• Apnra .\lonilor
• Ceri:atric:s &
Pediatric Supplk,
• ~onlhly ,·;,u,

• 2-i-Uoar Emergency Servke

• l111miJifier,1\'~porizrr•
• Air Purifien

(I)

43

4 University of Rio Grande

43

36
r,

21

8

Cedarville College
Ohio Domm1can College

ssu

Mt. Vernon Nazarene Col-I
lege
11
The Men play Tuesday, Nov
I 0th at Bresica at ... p.m. CST
Friday Nov. 13th at home with
Appalachian Bible at 7 p.m ·
Saturday, at SSU Activities
Center, the Men and Women will
host Campbellsville• in a
doubleheder. The women will
play at 5:30 p.m. and the men at
7:30 p.m.
Come out and support the
Bears.

Project Playground
Benefit Fundraiser
~91 by Richard Kolkman

:I $1.50 :I
I

20

7 Urbana University
17
8 Walsh College
11
The Men's Basketball team
didn't fare as well as the Women's
team. As you know preseason polls
can be misleading. So look out
MOC, here comes a new quicker

·---------·
ID
. Creme I,
, airy:

ssu

69
2 Tiffin University

Bears. The points are figured as
above in the Lady's poll.
1992-93 Mid-Ohio Conference Men's Preseason Coache.
Poll
(First Place Votes in Pan
thesis)
# School
VotesPts.
I Tiffin University
(3) 58
2 Urbana University
(4) 55
3 Walsh College

'iupplies

P.O. IK>X !3lS
PORTSMOUTH, 01110 4~(,62
,,1,•JS4·-t363 · FAX ·6J4·3S3·l'>;SK
IACKSO~ 1,14-286-6"13'7 • LOUl5A 6o6-6:'ffl-91U
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Bears prepare for seaso_n opener========
The Shawnee State University
Men's Basketball team will open
their season Nov. 6 and 7 in a
weekend tournament at Columbia,
Kentucky. The Bears play FreedHardeman in their first-round
game. The other two teams are
;ohnson Bible College and host
Lindsey-Wilson College.
SSU has looked impressive in
their three pre-season scrimmages.
They have defeated Cincinnati
Tech, St. Francis of Ft. Wayne, and
Indiana Tech, all on the road.
The Bear's strength has been

their quickness and defense. Fifth
year head coach Jim Arnzen likes
the look of this year's squad. "Our
team is quick, and we play very
hard and unselfish. The players on
this team have had a great team
attitude. Our trapping defense and
three-point attack on offense should
provide plenty of excitement. We
have tried to assemble a team with
the type of athlete that brought us
success in the late 80' s."
SSU's opening game starting
line-up will feature Travis Merry,
Mike Helton, and Portsmouth High

School graduate Darryl Lisath at the
guard spots. John Dailey and Portsmouth High School graduate Craig
Miller will start at the post posi. tions.
The Bears top three subs whom
Arnzen refers to as "regulars" are
Ryan Hudson, Greenup Co. graduate TracyClaxon,and South Webster
graduate Bryan Dyer.
Rounding out the roster are LaNiel Hill, Ron Kenley, Jason
Gammon, Jr. Robinson, Darrio
Jones, and Darius Williams who has
been injured the entire pre-season.

B

andasked, "Hey,men, where's your alone three. He was shaking like a
leaf, white as a sheet, and mumbling
old buddy Harry at?''
The one called Ollie answered. to himself. He approached the ball
''Harry had a heart attack and died ·and lined it up to the hole. He pulled
the shaky putter back and gently swung
this morning."
The youngster stepped back it forward, the ball rolled toward the
cup and stopped right on the
lip. Everybodywas breathless.
You could hear a pin drop.
Then the ball leaned a little and
dropped in. Three birdies in a
row. Harry grabbed his chest
by
and fell over dead from a heart
attack."
Astonishedly, the youngster said, ''Man oh-live! What
a heck of a thing! You guys
have been playing in your little
aghast and amazed.'' Man! How rnd fours(,me for over twenty years.
Harry' sdeath must have been hard on
that happen?"
Another oldster named Bill an- you all."
Bill answered, "It sure was. We
swered, ''You know how Harry was
just a duffer and never played consis- would hit the ball and drag Harry. Hit
the ball and drag Harry!
tently?"
I once heard a story about two
"Yeah" answered the younggolfers playing ata new course called
ster.
"Well, he started out this morn- "Enchanted Hills." On number seven
ing on fire. On number one, he hit a par four, John hooked his ball way off
beautiful drive and placed his fair- to his left. His old golfing buddy,
way shot five feet from the cup. Fred, hit his usual slice to the right.
Harry couldn't believe it. Usually he When John found his ball it was
hits two worm burners in a row on the located in a buttercup. John said
first tee. When he approached the "Man, my ball is setting up in this
ball to putt he started shaking. We flower just like it was on a tee. I think
told him to settle down and take his I'll use ~y driver again."
St,'- John addressed the ball and
time. That's what he did and dropped
itin. Harrywasecstaticaboutbirdihg dtow bacJc, Aft of a sudden a voice
rang out. "Don't hit that ball!"
number one for the first time.
John jumped and looked around.
"Again on number two Harry
had another long drive and an aston- "Who said that?" he cried.
ishing second shot that landed two
feet from the cup. While shaking
from head to foot, he dropped it in.
Harry was beaming and grinning
,
from ear to ear.''
Bill told Ollie to finish the story
because he was getting teary-eyed.
SoOlliecontinued, "Yeah,oleHarry
was really hot. On the par five number three he continued his assault.
Another long drive down the middle,
a second fairway wood right at the
green and a magnificent chip shot
y,onny! Put your batting helfour feet fro':_ll t!te cup. Har:ry had • <:'!Hey,
...
....
J
•
iliver had 't\\'.o:birdiesJn. a:ie~ let met om -1'tifter Bucfc is teeing off aa,im;;?.

Tim.e Out

on1Davis

___

32 Jason Gammon 6' Freshman Greenup KY
34 Ron Kenley 6'4" Sophomore Columbus OH
40 Bryan Dyer 6'4" Sophomore South Webster OH
42 Craig Miller 6' 6" Junior
Portsmouth OH
44 TracyClaxon6'4" Sophomore Greenup KY
50 Darrio Jones 6'6" Freshman Sharpsburg KY
52 Darius Williams6'4" Junior Gainsville FL
54 John Dailey 6'4" Junior
Louisville KY

Tuesday Nov. 10 Brescia

Away7pm

Friday Nov. 13 Appalachian Bible Home 7pm
Saturday

Nov.

14

Campbellsville Home 7:30pm
Tuesday Nov.17 Ky. Christian Away 7:30pm

ssu•s Men's
Basketball Roster

for 1992-93
IO Ravis Merry 5' IO" Junior LimaOH
14 Darryl Lisath 6' Sophomore Portsmouth OH
·
20 LaNiel Hill 5' IO" Freshman Cleveland OH
22 Mike Helton 6' Sophomore Ashland KY
24 Ryan Hudson 6' Junior
Middletown OH
30 Norman Robinson 6' I"
Sophomore Columbus OH

Trying to propel a little white object

By Tom Davis
. UC Sports Editor
Golf is a very frustrating and
gratifying game. Trying to propel a
little white object with a weirdly
designed stick can become nerve
wracking. But one perfect execution of placing
the white object where
you first intended is exhilarating and makes one
want to return and try
again. These types of
golfers who come back
and back are considered
avid golfers. Theywould
rather golfthan eat, sleep,
work, or have sex.
There are a few such incidents
that I have encountered or heard
about that prove this. One swnmer,
while working out of town, I decided to try my hand at the game on
the local curse. I was placed in a
foursome with three strangers. Two
of them were friends and one an
older gentleman. We introduced
ourselves and the elder called himself John.
The fairway on number six ran
along a main roadway. All four of
us were about to hit our second shot
when a funeral procession started
passing by. John stood at attention
and removed his hat and placed it
over his heart. The other two gentlemen and myself looked at each
other and followed suit.
Aftertheprocessionpassed, we
finished out the hole and moved on
10 the next tee. That's when I said
John, •'That was a nice gesture,
'-rwould have never thought to do
that.' '
John replied, ''Thank you,
Tom, but that's the least I could do,
since we were married for fortyfive years."
One other time, when I was in
the lounge having a drink, after
playing eighteen holes, I overheard
a conversation between four other
golfers.
This young_ golfer had apt. • : . ·.pro~'lhese ..l'aree~Dlder... guy£.

Sports at a glanc

Head Coach: Jim Arnzen
Assistant Coach:
Eugene Collins
Assistant Coach: Erck Perry
Manager: Joe Smith

Student Trainer: Phil Bonzo

No answer, it was quiet and no
one was in sight. John shrugged
his shoulders and said, '' What the
heck." He readdressed the ball
and drew back again.
"I said, don't hit that ball!"
the voice rang out again.
John jumped and hollered,
''Who said that? I mean it! Who
said that?"
Then a strong monotone voice
spoke out. "I did. The buttercup.
I'm a magical buttercup and if you
swing and hit me and hurt me ·in
any way; I will put a curse on you
so you will never be able to eat
butter the rest of your life.''
John screamed over to Fred.
"Fred, where are you?"
Fredanswered, "I'moverhere
in the pussy-willows."
John screamed again. "Don't
hit it! Don't hit it!''

-- ·- ,

LOANS
MOST ITEMS
OFVALUE
JEWELRY

ports

ates

November 1, 1913 The first
Anny-Notre Dame football game is
won by Notre Dame, 35-10.
January 1, 1937 Texas defeats
Ternple20-14 in the first Sugar I3owl
game.
January 11, 1970 The Kansas

City Chiefs defeat the Minnesota Vikings to win Super Bowl IV.

January 12, 1975 Thel'illliburgh

Steelers defeat the Mirmesota Vikings
to win Super Bowl IX.
January 15, 1967 The Green
Bay Packers defeat the Kanas City
Chiefs 35-1 0 in the first Super Bowl.
February 2, 1962, John Uelses
becomes the first man to pole vault
over 16 feet, withavaultofl 6' l/4"at
Madison Square Garden in New York.
$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND

RESUME EXPERIENCE!!
Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote
SPRING BREAK, call the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013.

PISTOLS-CONS
RADIOS-STEREOS
MUSICAL INSTRU-

}1::.;r:RITERS
WATCHES

~-

STATE LICENSED
PAWNBROKER

B&B INC.
353-4250

II

,
l

·

•

837CalliaSt.

Portsmouth
open 6 days a week

Spring Breakers

Promote our Florida Spring Break
packages. Earn MONEY and
FREE trips. Organize SMALL or
LARGE groups. Call Campus
marketing. 800-423-5264

CELEll~~h§QUARE

Convenient Furnished Apartments
Space Available For Winter Quarter
call 353 - 5405

Manager's Office - 230 Celeron Square
-

-

·. -d- .!m-~V~~ -:. - _-..;:.;;,.;
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Manson will be giving away prizes during Traffic Jam '92 = = =
In the last few weeks, I have
heard from many students who
have lost interest in today's rock
and they ask me if there is any
music like the rock n' roll of old.
Well I'm hereto let you know
about some good rock 'n' roll.
I'm going to give you bands and
albums that maybe· you haven't
heard of. All of them are rock like
it should be.
But before I get started let's
talk about TRAFFIC Jam '92.
On Nov. 14 from 6:00 pm to
I 0:00 pm you can find me on the
900 block of Gallia St. having a
BLOCK PARTY with the help of
Shephard's Sound Works-,
Automania, Domino 's Pizza, and
Shawnee Billiards.
I will be giving away prizes
through out the night. Join us and
party,dance,eatpizza,andlisten to
some great music from a live D. J.
Now let's roll on with real rock.

This is a quick listing of bands and
Timekeeping and Mad Hatter are
Now a reminder ofsome bands
albwns that I have found to have
worth listening to.
and albums I have reviewed in the
Social Dist9rtation, a former last few weeks.
that classic or common rock 'n'
punk band, has come out with an
21Guns-Salute--Freshsoundon
roll sound of years gone by.
album they say they made after real rock 'n'roll is across between
Y & T, one of my personal
favorites,has a sound that
Foreigner and REO
is a cross between Van
~~;;;;;;.;;;;;;"
W
~. ~/"";;;
' ~ ;;,;~;;;;;;
M;;;
:r//-'~;;;;;,;~~;;;;;;;,.i Speedwagon with a
sprinkle of Bon
Halen and Whitesnake. I ~ : ; ~
recommend their latest v
:'7~
_
Jovi for some flavor.
WO
'.
twoalbums Temtationand
Thunder,
Ten .
~,·~-~-~-~--~
s
~4~,;~
•• "
Backstreet SymmaJeh;p o}~~~e ~ri~::a~ . , . .
-~
phony and Laughing on Judgement
Day--British rockers who bring guidaysofloumey'speakon ~ f f l~ tar rock back from
the charts.
the dead and infuse
Bonham, a band lead by Jabeing influenced by Johnny it with the 90's sound.
son Bonham, the son of the late
Cash. I don't know how that inFinally, a list of bands that
John Bonham (formerly of Led
fluence could have happened, but have been recommended to me by
Zepplin), bring you music with a
the result is some loud guitar people who have had years of
rock. Theirnewest album is titled Rock 'n' Roll influence and
definite Led Zepplin influence
but with 90's style. Their two
Somewhere Between Heaven and haven't steered me wrong yet.
albums Total Disreguard of
Hell.
Hardline--album
title

a

~i•M

:::;~;;;:1~ii~ ··0.-~.0.
•.•••••

Double Eclipse.
House of Lords--albu
titles Sahara and Demon
Down.
Mind Funk--album titl Mind Funk.
Tangier--album
tit I
Stranded.
Roxx Gang--album Thing
You've Never Done Before.
So there you have it. If yo
wanted some Rock 'n' Roll like th
days gone by, there it is.
If you have any questions o
would like to provide me with an
ideas drop me a line at the news
room 411 Massie. I'm here to brin
you the music you want to hear!
I'd like to thank Tim Shephar
and Shephard 's Soundworks, 90
Gallia St., for providing me wit
music and music information. Al
these albums and many more ar
available at Shephards.

Goat Fudge has first performance
By Robert Gambill

uc Business Manner

Ji/fi;j/1:f
#
· tans - l iats - St,ipes
WNXT

Shawnee
Billiards

99X

In Conjuction With ·

u,.·rsityChronicle-

~~:;T
t..:.
• .... unv~

The newest and one ofthe wildest bands on the current local music scene is Goat Fudge.
Their first public performance
took place at River City Night Club
on October I 7. There they opened
for Plaid Bone Luv and Mothman,
and the crowd was extremely
pleased with all of them.
Goat Fudge members said that
they try to stay away from the
traditional cover songs and just
play original tunes. T.hey say some
major influences include groups
such as the Cure, R.E.M. and Di-

nosaur jr.
Members of this sometimes
harsh, progressively punk group
include, Brian Smith-vocals,
Aaron Cooper-guitar, Mike DyerBass, Mutt Edwards-drums, and
John Wisman on rhythm guitar.
Goat Fudge hopes to soon be
playing Thompson's Bar but they
are currently scheduled to play at
Freakin' Pizza in Colwnbus, Ohio
on November 12.
If you don't have anything
planned for that time, take a trip
and give them a listen. They just
might surprise you.

Present

Traffic Jam '92

When- Noy. 14 6:00 pm - I0;00 pm
Where- 900 Block of Gama St.
Between Gay St. and Fiodly
Prizes for ssu Students {with valid I, P,)
Tapes - Sinales • CD's

Prizes for General Public
1-shirts ·Frisbees• Posten

LIVE D. J. LIVE Radio Remote
FREE PIZZA

Join in with Mad Manson
Dance. Party and Listen to s,ome
GREAT TUNES

- ~-m::> -k:.¥.,...~,..,...--__

Members of the band Goatfudge

Did you

1

know???treesareusedtoproducethe88%of
. ha
newspapers that are never recycled.
By th e year 2000 we Wl11 ve
A
•
0, f "
t
•
h
"d
mencans
go through2 .5 m1·11·10n
remove d 65 ,o o 1ores s m urm
.
plastic bottles every hour, only a small
tropical zones.
percentage ofwhich are now recycled.
Plastic drink bottles take 200 years
The average American currently
to disintegrate in landfills.
produces about 3.6 pounds of solid
Each year 2.7 billion pounds of
waste each day, or a total of 160
pesticides are being added to the enmillion tons in 1989.
vironment across the U.S.
In 30 years an area the si:ze of
90% of all office waste is waste
India will have been turned into desert.
paper, most of which is recyclable.
Every year an area of forest the
_ Every_Suoday,mor.ethan.59Q,Q00
si:ze of United Kin dom is destro d.
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National poetry contest announced==
· =================

By Karen Wilson
UC Copy Edito1·

Well, it's been a quiet week in
Lake Shawnee, my hometown.
([he University Chronicle
')ologizes to Garrison Keillor.)
Sometimes the worst thing
~
t writing a column is getting
it started. But when the words
start coming, ideas follow.
I' ve talked to several writers
lately who feel the same way, and
not just in the journalism field.
Keillor started all his radio stories
this way so that the ideas would
start flowing .
I just learned that the UC's
own Jay Arr Henderson had an

anecdote published in the
Reader ·s Digest, the November
issue.
Another
student,
Bobbie
Reker had
her poem
"My Daughter, Myself"
published in
a book. The
book,' 'Treasured Poef'1s
of America'' is published yearly.
One of the Arts/Humanities
faculty, Dr. Frank Byrne, had a

book review published in The
Journal of Pidgin and Creole
languages. He has also been

named to the Editorial A ~"ic:ory
Board ofthat publication. The board
members representmany countries,

Rattlebone can play to a crowd
By Martin Poston
UC Staff Writer

I recently had the pleasure of
catching a glimpse ofRattlebone at
Thompson's Bar. It was a brief
glimpse, but a glimpse nonetheless. It was long enough for me to
see that these guys have a promising future in music. Whether they
were playing excellent renditions
ofsongs such as' 'Everything About
You," "Would?" and "Knockin'
On Heaven's Door," or belting out
some of their powerful original
songs, the performance ofthis band
was pretty much flawless.
This band can play to a crowd,

that'sforsure. Thecrowdwasloud

and crazy. They danced on the
tables, sang along, the works!
I also recently had the pleasure
of acquiring Rattlebone's first album, Honky Tonk Aniels. Needless to say, I was impressed. Their
original material is quite good. It
possesses a current sound with a
touch of good-time Southern rock
n• roll to it. This combines into an
album which I can sum up in three

words: pure listening pleasure.
Rattlebone originated in midi 991, rising from the ashes of Lipstick. Lipstick was a sort of glam
band which recorded two albums

drums, Dale
Lutz on lead guitar, and Brent Allen
on bass. Also appearing on the
album, playing lead and rhythm
guitars, is Mike Edwards.
Honky Tonk Angels leads off
with "Psychedelic Blues," a great
song with great music to back it up.
The title track, "Honky Tonk Angels," is excellent, and is one of the
major highlights of the album.

Other standouts include the ballad, "Say Goodbye," the balladish
"All She Believes," "Time For a
Change," and "Rattlebone."
W'1ether this band is playing
live, or you listen to the album, it is

a listening experience you won't
soon forget. I recommend buying
this album, or going to see
Rattlebone live. Or, even better, do
both. Overall, this band gets 4 stars.
•••••- Adored it,••••- Loved
it,•••- Liked it,••- Thought it was
okay, •-Returned it, 0 stars- Burned
it.

SSU Grad gets dream opportunity-needs help
being recorded at Big Mama Recording Studio in Knoxville, TenJohn Hurt, an SSU graduate, nessee, on December 3.
may have a big shot at stardom
Second, he needs people to
coming his way, but he needs sponsor his efforts. He is inviting
• people to attend the showcase and
help from SSU students.
Hurt has been chosen to ap- see him perform live on stage,
_ , live on the "Stars ofTomor- along with other performers. The
row Christmas Concert,'• held at grand prize is a free recording
Twitty City, Hendersonville, Ten- session, but in order to achieve his
nessee, to be held December 5.
goal, he must gain 25 sponsors.
He is selling tickets for the
First, he needs musicians to
back him up for the recording Eagle Talent Showcase, and each
session he now has, which he won $10 ticket gains Hurt a sponsor.
in a local contest. The session is Also, five $100 prizes will be
By Martin Poston
• JC Staff Writer

awarded to some
ticketholding sponsors.
Hurt also has demo
tapes of original songs
for sale at $10 each.
Any help students
can contribute to
Hurt's cause is deeply
appreciated.
If you would like
more information on
sponsorship or becoming a band member,
contact John Hurt at
456-6214.

During Nov. and Dec. The Chronicle will being collecting cans
of food for the Salvation Army to help stock their food pantry
for the holidays. Please bring can to Hassie 41 I •

lucky

and SSU should be proud to have
one of our faculty representing us.
The UC just received a news
release that I'm anxious to pass on
to you. The National Library of
Poetry has announced they will award
$12,000 in prizes to over 250 poets in
the North American Open Poetry
Contest.
The deadline is December 31 ,
1992 and-,is open to everyone and
there is no entrance fee.
It should be one original poem,
any suiject or style, but limited to 20
lines. To enter, send your poem to:
The National Library of Poetry,
11419 Cronridge Dr., P.O. Box

704-ZN,OwingsMiUs,MD21117.

Please put your name and address at the top of the page. And be
sure to mail it by Dec. 31, 1992, as
there will be anew contest beginning
Jan. I.
All poems that are submitted
will be published in a deluxe,
hardbound anthology. So, enter and
good luck.
Since I began with a derivative
of Keillor's opening, it is fitting to
use his ending. So that• s news from
Lake Shawnee, where all the language is stroog, the river is goods
looking, and the C's are above aver-

age.

Concert Updates
Megadeth w/ special guest Suicidal Tendencies

14, 9:30 p.m.-2 a.m.

Muddle Pudding

Saturday Nov. 21, 9:30 p.m.-2
Sunday, November 22, 7:30 p.m.
.a.m.
(doors open 6:30 p.m.)
Comin& Soon at B01:art's
Cincinnati Gardens
MatthewSweetw/TheJayhawks
Reserved Seat Tickets on sale
Wednesday Nov. 11, 7 p.m.
now at all Ticketmaster outlets, The
.
Material Issue, The Mi2hty
Gardens Box Office or by phone:
Lemon
Drops &Ioo Much Joy
513-749-4949
Saturday Nov. 14, 7:30 p.m.
Com~g Soon at Thompson's
Wrathchild America
Bar, 811 Murray St.
Friday Nov. 27, 7:30 p.m.
· C&DRcvjew
Danzig w/ Kyuss
Thursday Nov. 12, 9:30 p.m.-2
Monday Nov. 30, 7 p.m.
a.m.
Bogart's 24-hour hotline 513Nightshift
Friday and Saturday Nov. 13 & 281-8400

Write Reviews for The Chronicle
call Donna 355-2278

BILLKNITTEL'S BP
Euchre Tournament

Saturday, Nov. 21
12 Noon
Game Room
University Center

Complete Mechanical Work

· AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
· EXHAUST SYSTEMS
·
·
·
·
·

BRAKES
BATTERIES
ACCESSORIES
TUNE-UPS
UNDERCOATING

1!11111iiii1

354-6494
353-5823
353-9205

Gallia & Waller Sts.

Portsmouth

ll!John S. Temponeras Il
M.D.,FACOG
Board certified in Gynecology
Now Accepting new Patients
1004 ... 24th Street
Portsmouth, Ohio 45662

---------·----- ~-
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An Exchange of cultures to teach children

Veterans D a

By Stephanie Wright
UC Entertainment Editor
This past summer, an exchange
ofcultures occurred as five students
from Portsmouth and five from
Orizaba, Veracruz,Mexicoworked
together to teach children their language. The students spent four
weeks in Mexico and four weeks
here.
The Portsmouth students, Aleea
Wright, Michelle Adams, Carolyn
Everidge, Cathryn Everidge, and
Dana Wolery, taught English to
Spanish speaking orphan girls.
The Mexican students, Miguel
Angel Lopez Hernanez, Luciano
Guzman Hernanez, Lisy Rubio
Hernanez, Ruth Tomar Hernanez
and Miquel-angel "Angelo"
Castellan, taught Spanish to children at the West End Day Care
Center.
The program, that enabled this
transfer of cultures, is sponsored by

the Kellogg Foundation through the
Sister City Committee International.
The program is open to students

By Martin Poston
uc Staff Writer
Over 200 local high school students converged on SSU's Activities Center for the annual college
.night on Wednesday; October 28.
Theeventwassponsored bythe
Scioto County Counselors Association.
Representatives from over 50
colleges and universities were on

hand to answer students' questions
about college. Two Financial Aid
sessions were also held during the
eveningtoinformstudentsandtheir
parents about financial aid procedures. The talks were given by Jim
Bauer of Marietta College.
John Latchic, Director of Admissions at Walsh College, gave
praise to the program. "It gives
studentsachancetotalktorepresen-

tatives from different colleges, so
they can consider all of their options. It is important for the community to be aware of their options to further their education,"
Latchic said. ''The program benefits SSU as well, because students and their parents have an
opportunity to look at a growing
campus and its impressive facilities."

Graduation

Portsmouth Premiere for
Free

STONE LAB: Experience it and workshop facilities.
Stone Lab offers conferences and
for younelf.

255-2598.
The Portsmouth students stated
that they used a whole language
approach usingthematic unity
to teach the Mexican girls.
They taught them games,
basic vocabulary, the alphabet, simple words,and songs.
By the end of the program the
Mexicangirlshadcreated 120
•mini-books to keep using the
skills taught.
The students recommend
that everyone become inteach children their languages. The stu- volved. They have hopes that
dents recommendeveryone get ini•oli•ed. SSU will offer a Spanish major for those who wish to fur15-25 years of age. They must pos- ther their education. As Carolyn and
sess a fluency in Spanish, be willing Cathryn Everidge said, "We want
to work with children, and be will- to be bilingual teachers."
Coll said, "With the impending
ing to host Mexican students for
free trade, we must work together.
their stay here.
This program is a summer pro- This is a good way to achieve the
gram. Anyone interested can con- pedagogical
approach
to
tact Dr. Julia Coll at 355-2599 or multicultural education.''

~~~~~=======~~

College Night held in Activities Center .

Karen Wilson
UC Copy Editor

Originally called Armistice
Day, this holiday is set aside to
honor former members of the U.
S, Armed Services.
Armistice Day, Nov. 11, was
originally set aside to celebrate
the signing of the docwnent ending World War I in 1918. But, in
1954, President Dwight D.
Eisenhower declared Nov. 11th
a day "to honor Veterans ... a
day dedicated to peace."
Despite Eisenhower's wishes
to dedicate that special day for
veteran's, modem American society has a love for the three day
weekend. Therefore most people
celebrate it on the closest Monday to the I Ith.
This day makes me think
about American's idea of her
soldiers. When my grandfather

and other soldiers came home after World War II, they were 1,1,•elcomed with open arms by the
American people. When the S(:'
diers came home at the end
Vietnam, they received shout'
"Baby killer!" and had dung
urine thrown on them.
They had done the same
made the same sacrifices, yetwe,re
treated extremely different.
one ofthe vets told me, "America
has confused the soldier with the:
war."
This same vet told me he and
the other Vietnam vets have detennined that no other :soldier w ii I
be treated in the same way. When
a local soldier returns, these \'dS
gather together to honor him.
This Nov. 11 spendsome.Umt
thinking about the sacrifices olhers have made for your benefit.

Fraternity Advisor Denounced
By Concubines R. us
Staff Slut Want To Be
"Warlike and Sexist!"
charges Sinead O 'W ii son.
The halls of this august institution were rocked today
when columnist O'Wilson expressed her disgust of Ar Tyr
Ar's new anti- female policy.
She intruded on the class of

Dr. Mark Mirabello, advisor
to the fraternity, and tore up
one of their posters in front of
the class.
The fraternity had repeatedly asked her to join, then
after she had, they disavowed
all knowledge of women members. Only concubines were
wanted.

Thirty-five percent ofAmerican college men say they might commit a rape if ther. was no
--The Harper's Index
chance ofgetting caught.

The last day to petition for winter quarter·graduation is Dec. I

Auditions for Choir

Winter quarter auditions for the
SSU Choir will take place Tuesday
Nov. 24 from 6 to7 in the Music
Center, Massie Hall, Room I0.
Spaces are available for all
voice parts. Anyone with a conflict
with the audition time should contart the conductor, Shirley Crothers, ext. 212.

Scioto County Veterans

The Scioto County Veterans'
Administration office invites everyone to a spaghetti dinner next
Tuesday, November 10th between
11 :00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. at the
VFW Hall on 5th and Court Streets.
Tickets are $4 each and are available at the door, at the Ramada, or
call 353-1477.
Carryout and/or delivery services will also be provided.
All proceeds benefit the KIA/
MIA memorial in Tracy Park.

Dr. Jerry Holt, chairofEnglish/
Humanities division, is offering free
tickets to the new movie, '' Emma
and Elvis."
Holt is showing it to his Film
History class at Wheelersburg Cinema on Nov. 19 at 5 p.m. His class
gets the first 90 tickets.., but after that
it is first come, first serve.
Holt estimates the theatre to
hold "300-plus," but to get your
ticket you must see Marcia Tackett
in the 1004 Building before noon on
Nov. 19th.
The director, Julia Reichart, says
of her work, It is •'about fighting
and believing and taking a stand ...
about idealism, -- a realistic, nondelusional idealism... where you
maintain your principles because
it's the right thing to do." Reichart
was nominated twice for Academy
Awards (that's right, the Oscar).
After the film she will hold a
discussion of the film at Fred's in
Wheelersburg.

Stone Lab is Ohio's freshwater
biological field station on Lake Erie.
College students, selected high
school students, and teachers can
enroll in college-level courses dealing with biology and ecology.
Located on Gibraltar Island
across the harbor from Put-in-Bay,
students at Stone Lab spend time in
a classroom, laboratory, and in the
field. The classes meet either for six
days straight or every other day for
five weeks. Students enrolled at any
state-assisted institution in Ohio can
enroll through their home school.
To learn about Stone Lab, attend
an open house at the Ohio State
University in Columbus on Wednesday, November 18 from 11 to 3 in
the Ohio Union (1739 North High
St.). This is your opportunity to meet
with and ask questions of the lab's
faculty, staff, and former students
about the swnmer program, scholarships, employment opportunities,
and about our conference, research

custom-planned aquatic biology
workshops from mid-April through
October and research facilities year
round. It is the oldest freshwater
biological field station in the United
States and the only one on Lake
Erie.

GED Registration
nounced

An-

Registration for SSU's winter
quarter GED Preparation Program
begins on Monday, Nov. 16, 1992.
The program, which features courses
covering each area of the GED test,
offers day and evening classes beginning on Jan. 4, 1993.
The GED Preparation Program
at SSU is supported by the Private
Industry Council Job Training Partnership Act through the Community
Action Organization of Scioto
County, and is free to all incomeeligible residents of Scioto County.
To register ronlact nm Culver.
Program Coordinator, in the Learning Cenler or ca/1355-2298.

The Spanish Oub

ls sponsoring a l('(fu:re

Youth Exchange Programs
Between Mexico and
the United States: -An Opportunity for
by

Richard Gerrard

l'rogrom Offim·SisterCities Intema~onal
Washington. D.C.

Wednesday, November 11
9:~ 10:00 a.m.

LibTary Room 2(]7

far -

..,_

eat«.ct Dr. Juli.I Cdl
.._i..t>-01ro<oAMn

""-355-2599
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SSU's Project Playground fundraiser offers something for everyone

SSU's Project Playground
Mexican
fundraiseris taking shape and gainJulia Coll
ing momentum. Friday the 13th's
Spanish (Paella)
Hoops and Hotlicks program,
Rashida Bessofi
"-ichrunsfrom6p.m. to I 2p.m. in
Algerian
Activities Center, will be folAlexander Alex
·-,d by Service Saturday on
Indian
~mber 14th.
Adora Campis
From 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. on the
Japanese
The following SSU members
14th, there will bea 'power wash' in
SSU President Clive Veri's drive- will serve up specialty foods:
way. Clive and Student Senate PresiTrudy Bostick
dent Shane Ross will wash cars and. Christmas Nut cake
serve coffee and doughnuts. Cars $IO
are $10 and vans and stretch limos
Linda Plummer
are $12.50. No eighteen-wheelers. Trifle complete with trifle bowl.
From 10:30 to I :30 there will 12.50
bea3 on3 basketball tournament in
Marilyn Nibert
the Activities Center. There will be 5 dozen Christmas cookies
men's under 30 and over 30 divi- $10
sionsanda women's open division.
Nan Yun
Entry fee for each tean1 is $5 per Korean Egg Rollsfor a large dinner
player. Warm-ups and registration or party
is from 9:30 to 10:30. lfyou would $12.50
like to play against the likes of
Matt Matthews
Tracy Riehl, Tara Thomas, Brian J gallon of New England Clam
Williams, Erek Perry, Dave Chowder to be delivered to your
Hopkins, Tom Bowman, Tom home
Timion, Scottie Come, or John $12.50
Lorentz, please join the action. If
Bob Forrey
you have questions, please contact 2 loaves offreshly baked bread deTom Bowman at extension 313.
livered on 4 different Sat. mornings
From 2 to 4 p.m. there will be $20
a swim party for area school chitTess Midkiff
dren ages 5 to 12 at SSU's Natato- Dessert D110: Large New York style
· nun1. Bring the kids to swim to the chees~t:ukewltoppinginNov. and a
tunes of Achey Breaky Heart and large basket of homemade coo/..ies
the Electric Slide. Admission is $1 in Dec.
per child. If you have any questions $20
pleasecallGenaConklin(ext.269),
Jane Rice
Vicci Felts (ext. 224), or Elsie 5 lb. home smoked Turkey breast
Shabazz (ext. 286).
and 3 lb. of home-baked Barbecue
From 3 to 6 p.m. there will be Ribs
a dog and cat fl~a dip at Shawnee $25
Animal Clinic, courtesy of Chris
Mark Mirabello
Hartstein, Kay Kress, and Cathi Aji,11-course dinner for 2
Rohrbaugh. The cost is $1 0 dollars pe,·sons at Sarah ·s Restaurant
for all dogs and $8 for all cats. An $12.50
appointment is necessary. Please
Jerry Walke
give Chris a call at ext. 201.
A night on the town with Jeny

The following are lists of the
services that members of the SSU
community are offering for sale to
raise.funds for Project Playground.
The following members of the

~'(J Communitywillcookacom-

plete meal and deliver it at a time
and place that is convenient to
hoth parties. The price of a meal
if
50fortwo,S20forfour,S25
fo~.
Stylianos Hadjiyannis

Greek

Elsie Shabazz

Soul Food

Gloria Horsley

Filipino

Hagop Pambookian

Armenian

Bob Lawson

Cajun/Creole

Anne Nickerson

training on a personal computer in
Scott Oliver, D.D.S., will per- hosted by Jinlu and Linda Li at
one's home for a total of$20.
form 2 sets of dental exams and 2 China Gardens, a pair of vases creGary Stottlemeyer will offer 4 teeth cleanings for $45 per set.
ated by Phil Gearheart with conhours of PC set-up and training for
Barb Bradbury will give indi- sultation on design.
$20.
vidualized walking tours ofSSU to
The BleacherCreatures,a pep
CarlHilgarth will offer4 hours members of the general public who club, will cheer at your event, and
to set-up, configure and instruct a would like to know SSU better. The Betty Waller and Jessica Jahnke
person in Disk Operating System cost $7 .50 (a limit of3 tours).
will offer a day of water skiing for 2,
(DOS) for an IBM or IBM compatIf you _wish to putcbase ~e
D~~~.if!P-f(!fd Wd
ye~e Beckett
ible computer for $20. •
these services plea5t:-callJI\~ ~fti~~ WJ~
!f,J-1 1<ft;1j~ng. on the
Karen Arthur will offer four of the person who 1s offeru'-' t~. ~~Rlx,er, R9~BuHcew1ll serve
hours of instruction in the design of service. A service may be r~se~~~a
)°~~4: .f~e~ church in her
a pamphlet, booklet, or brochure for only 3 tiays before paymen(is '1-iotne, Jim 1Gt6e1
offer 2 single
using Page Maker 4.0 for $20.
due. All sales are final. This is a passenger aerialreconnaisance tours
Denise Gregory will create a partial list, a complete list of ser- ofSSU, the greater Portsmouth area
hand painted sweatshirt for $17.50. vices for sale will be handed out at and Shawnee State Forest, A. L.
Peggy Dillow will handcraft a the Hoops and Hot licks fundraiser Addington will create and deliver
Christmas sweatshirt for $17.50.
on Friday the 13th. If you have a to your home a customized fresh
Karen Simpson will hem 3 service that you would be willing to flower arrangement, and Jean and
dresses or I coat for $12.50
add to the list, please call John Val- Clive Veri will host a dinner for4in
Carl Priode will give3 hours of entineatext. 415 by 12 p.m. Friday. their home usipg one of Jean's faintroductoryweighttraininginstrucvorite recipes. Finally, we will auction, for male or female, plus a one
Members of the SSU commu- tion off a ticket to go to the head of
months membership at Power Plus nity will~ offering the following the line during the power wash at
gym for $20.
services in a silent auction on the Clive Veri's on Service Saturday.
Dennis Travis will handcraft a evening of Friday the 13th:
PersonsattendingtheHoopsand
wooden Holiday Creche for $20.
A dinner with Ted and Fran Hotlicks fundraiser will have until
Cheryl Cook and Tom Bow- Strickland, a pre-marital, marital 9:30 p.m. to submit a written bid on
man will each give a riding lesson enrichment or other counseling ses- the services. Persons unable to ;ttand a trail ride to 2 junior high sion with Paul Crabtree, a 3 course tended the auction may submit a
school age children in the Shawnee gourmet French meal for 6, with. sealed bid.
State Forest at $10 per child.
wine.prepared and delivered by Cay
Results of the silent auction will
Tom Stead will draw portraits Roberts, 4 hours of handyman ser- be announced at l 0 p.m. Again this
for $25 per head (a maximum of vices by Ken Warfield, 18 holes of is only a partial list of the services
eight).
golf with SSU golf coach Roger that will be auctioned.
Francesca Stead will give 2 MerbatShawneeStateGolfCourse,
A complete list will be given
one-half hour therapeutic massages racquetball and dinner with Al out at theeveningofFridaythe 13th.
for $15 per IDaS-$3ge.
Oliver. The University Chronicle If you would like to aMa service to
Gene Wilson will donate the will run a 2 inch by 3 inch ad for 6 be auctioned, please call John
proceeds from his notary services months.
Valentine at 355-2415 by 12 p.m.
for the week of Nov. 16-21. ReA nature walk of one's choice on the 13th.
memberto go to him for your notary with Dave Todt, a fossil collecting
All proceeds from the sen•ices
needs during this time.
trip with Jeff Bauer, a 6 entree purchased go directiy to Project
Larry and Loretta Jenkins Chinese meal with soup and eggroll Playground.
Esseman will each do a basic incometaxpreparation(Nobusinesses
or farm) for $30 preparation.
Vicci Felts will babysit your
children in her home for an afternoon or evening for $10.
Walke, all expenses paid
Cindy Hopkins will format, type
$12.50
and laser print a resume for $20
Jean Sisler, Sandi Little, and
The following SSU instn1ctors Marcia Tackett will each type a
Project Playground
will t11tor a high school student one term paper for $2 per page.
Benefit Fundraiser
on one for five I-hour sessions at a
Butch Kotcamp will repair a reNovember 13. 1992
mutua/lyagreedupontimeandplace frigerator or dryer for $15 to $25. •
6:00 p.m. to Midnight
for $20 per student.
Mike Day will replace a faucet
Shawnee State University
Activities Center
Tom Carnevale Math
or the workings of a toilet tank for
$2.50 Donation at the Door • Children under 12 FREE
Chris O'Connor Math
$20.
Zhanbo Yang
Math
John Valentine will remove
Shawnee State University vs.
Larry Looney
Math or screensandputupstormwindowsin
Appalachian Bible College
Physics
a one-family home for $12.50.
Halftime entertainment
Sibylle Herrmann
Biology
Members of the Student Senate
M.E.L. Productton DanC81$
Teays Valley CloggBB
Jim Miller will offer five one- will rake and prepare two yards for
Rough Rider CheerleadBB and Mound Park Pom Pom Girls
hour guitar lessons for $25.
winter for $12.50 per yard.
Throuw-t Ille flMfting
After the Game Jam to the 1'1usic
Se<v1ce Aucfion
Shirley Crothers will offer five
Jerry Holt will D .J. a baby
=--:.:::::=:=-...-.c;..~
Logan Rollins. jan
one-hour vocal lessons for $35
boomers blow-out party for $50.
Surpn,. -t>v""'
~olRioctllloll
Muddle
Pudding.
counlr/ffOCI<
Anthony EstepofSoundsGreat
SIient Sam, blues
Rod Ramsey and Shane Ross of Productions and Ar Tyr Ar will DJ.
Plaid Bone Luv. ,,_...,.,._
PortsmouthComputerServices,lnc. for four hours at a good time party
willoffer2hourseachofset-upand for $50.

91f,
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I did ~I conriclered going to eolle3e in Florida.
Hey, but thllh r wouldn't f.ave +he opportunity
to ~e snowed rn, in cf all placeJ.. the Phy.sicJ

lx.iildin 9•Juf+ rne, sorne perpetual mo1ion
9eekr and at, e/ectrostat,t 9enerator ..
Wi+h only a candy machine and ""Y
cal/;"9 card for recreation.''

hether you're on-campus or off, even if you're
stooying abroad, the AT&T Calling Card helps
you keep in touch.
It's the least expensive way to call state-to-state on
AT&T, when you can't dial direct. With the riew AT&T
"Call and Save Plan, you'll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card
calls~ And once you have your card, you'll never need to apply for another.

Get your Calling Card now and )OO'll get your first call
free~• \bll'll also become a memoer of AT&T Stwent
Saver Plus, a program of products and services that saves
students time and money.
So as you can see, the AT&T Calling Card can do an
incredible amount of things, for a 1 ounce piece of plastic. So much for
the theory of relativity.

lb get an Allf Calling Card, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 852.
fl PW! UIT • ..... ,CC . . . . . . . . . . . _ ........... ..._ ••,_'l-..r.-SJo\11:TLD " " 6 : a ~ I D !l . . . . r:IC1111crkt...W.- ·1K1a1.
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AT&T

